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HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger & Times
Dennis Jackson thanks Olivia Hornbuckle Trice Saturday
night for giving a rousing speech in the Curris Center
Ballroom for the 44th annual Douglass Reunion Banquet.
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Douglass Reunion
holds 44th annual
banquet,gives awards
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FANCY FARM POLITICS

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Tying into the evening's theme of "The Future Is Now," the
keynote speaker for the 44th annual Douglass Reunion Bulldog
Banquet pleaded with attendees to keep the Douglass community thriving for generations to come.
The reunion is held each year by the former students of the
Douglass School, which served African-American children in „
Calloway County prior to integration, and their descendants. The
evening's keynote speaker, Olivia Hornbuckle Trice, is a 1992
Calloway County High School graduate, and graduated from
Hawaii Pacific University with a bachelor's degree in human
services and received her master's degree in public administration from the University of Hawaii at Manoa. She said she joined
the U.S. Navy, where she worked as a labor relations specialist,
with the encouragement of her family and later was a contact
representative for the Social Security Administration.
Feeling that government work wasn't for her, she moved into
the higher education field as a professor at the University of
Phoenix, Savannah State University and the University of the
District of Columbia. She is currently a doctoral student at
Howard University, where her research centers on political leadership among women of color. Earlier this year, she launched
ECHOS(Eloquent Commitment to Helping Our Sisters), LLC in
Alexandria, Va., which provides courses, workshops and seminars that specialize in preparing young women as they make educational and professional transitions throughout their lifetime.
Trice started by talking about a multitude of problems in the
world, including rising poverty, lack of clean water, AIDS in
Africa and other continents, and unfair trials, torture and lack of
political freedom in many countries across the globe. She
lamented the status of African-Americans, condemning the
recent U.S. Supreme Court ruling that struck down part of the
1965 Voting Rights Act, which she said is allowing states to pass
laws enabling voter discrimination without federal oversight.
She said Kentucky was the secohd most disenfranchised state in

Speeches,signs, barbecue all part of the day
By EDWARD MARLO%VE
Staff Writer
Thousands spent Saturday afternoon
chowing down on slow-smoked barbecue,
hoping their numbers would be called for a
top-shelf Bingo prize, throwing baseballs at
a dunking booth and dodging mud thrown
by political candidates at the 133rd annual
Fancy Farm Picnic.
Though termed an "off-year" in the
Kentucky political sphere. the weekend was
anything but, as Democrat and Secretary of
State Alison Lundergan Grimes' announcement to run against Republican incumbent

and U.S. Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell brought local, regional and
national media, as well as a very divided
arena to Graves County's St. Jerome's
Parish.
Adding even more intrigue and complexity to the race were the announcements of
Matt Bevin, a conservative Republican from
Louisville, and Ed Marksberry, a grassroots
Democrat from Owensboro, who both
decided to run in May 2014 for their respective senate primaries.
Although Saturday morning opened to a
slow, driving rain and cooler-than-usual
temperatures for early August in west
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

WEATHER
around 6 mph in the morning.
Monday Night:A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 68.
Tuesday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 87.
Tuesday Night: A 50 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy.
with a low around 72.
Wednesday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny. with a
high near 90.
Night:
Wednesday
Showers and thunderstorms
likely. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 73. Chance of precipitation is 60 percent.

Kentucky, a warm sun broke through the
clouds by 2 p.m. and was followed by thousands of footsteps gathering around the
political canopy for the main event. Singing
songs—and carrying signs, supporters of both
Democrats and Republicans started chants
and hoisted placards for their respective
candidates - "Ditch Mitch," "10 out of 10
idiots support Obama," "Mitch McConnell
has to go ... Back to Washington!",
"Experience that counts for Kentucky,"
-Obama Momma." "Seven deadly sins and Mitch makes eight." - each side trying

Trade Day begins gaining
momentum at Central Park
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Of all the speakers lined up for the 133rd annual Fancy Farm Picnic, none received more reaction from the crowd than current U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell and Sec. of State Alison Lundergan Grimes, who has announced her intent to challenge
McConnell in 2014.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Gene Pritchard of Murray browses some lawn equipment
offered by vendor Larry Poyner of Farmington Thursday during that day's installment of Olde Thyme Thursday Trade
Days at Murray-Calloway County Central Park.

It appears Olde Thyme Thursday Trade Days in Murray are starting to catch bargain hunters' attention.
Last Thursday, 14 vendors set up shop in the main parking lot of
Murray-Calloway County Central Park. which seems to signal that
the return of this once-popular event in Murray is gaining momentum after a rather slow start in late May.
"They've just got to be patient here. Give it a little time, but I
think you're going to start seeing really pick up," said vendor Larry
Poyner of Farmington, who has brought items, namely lawn and
fishing equipment, to every Trade Day since it resumed May 30. "I
remember when it was here before and it was a really big thing then

•See Page 2

Marshall Co.'s Burkeen trial may come to Calloway
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Judge Dennis Foust is expected to issue a change-of-venue
ruling today or Tuesday related
to a Marshall County murder
case, with one of those possible

venues being Murray.
Attorney
Commonwealth
Mark Blankenship, who serves
both Marshall and Calloway
counties, said Friday that a possible plan would be for jury
selection to happen Sept. 27 in
Calloway Circuit Court in the

of Cory Burkeen of
Gilbertsville, who faces charges
in connection to a 2012 wreck
that resulted in the death of one
person and injured others. If a
jury is unable to be seated in
Calloway, Blankenship said the
plan calls for another jury seleccase

tion session on Sept. 30 in Trigg
Circuit Court in Cadiz.
"The defense is arguing for
Trigg County, but I argued for
Calloway." Blankenship said,

•See Page 3
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From Front
the nation, largely because ot
laws barring convicted felons
from voting, and that this overwhelmingly affects black males.
Trice said that although she no
longer lives here, she still has a
deep love and commitment to
the Douglass community. She
said the members of that community should not be satisfied
with where they stand in Murray
and Calloway County, encouraging them to run for office and
achieve more influential positions within important institutions such as businesses and the
school systems.
"Growing up in Murray and
smack-dab in the middle of the
Douglass community, it was
often celebrated just to have one
African-American face in
everything," Trice said. "Those
are great strides, but we have to
want, and we have to strive for
more."
Trice said the community
must raise its standards,and that
the Douglass alumni and their
younger family members could
not be content with just a few of
them aspiring to power and
influence in the larger community. She said it would take hard
work and commitment from
everyone to keep the Douglass
community relevant in the coming decades.
"The Douglass community —
God bless all of it — is still running after 44 years," she said.
"The people that have held this

thing together. I give you nothing less than praise, nothing —
and nobody else should have a
doggone thing to say about it if
you did not show up at the community meetings, if you did not
let your voice be heard.
However, it has declined. It is
nowhere near what it used to be
25 years ago."
She said one of the big reasons
the community has struggled in
the last two decades is that so
many people who have moved
away and settled elsewhere and
now have commitments to those
new communities. Trice mentioned several people — both
relatives and mentors — who
were deeply influential in her
life and made her want to aim
high. She asked who would till
their roles in the future for the
children growing up now.
Following tradition, the
Douglass Reunion committee
presented its annual awards,
starting with the Ratliff scholars
and honor students, who were
presented with recognitions by
Cami Duffy and Illah Grant:
Brandon Redd was named this
year's Ratliff Scholar. Thurman
Foster presented Dante Howard
with the L.P. Miller Athletic
Award, and Carruth Kitrell presented Kirby Kiana Pittman
with the Roderick Reed
Performing Arts Award. Patricia
Jackson presented L. Jerome
"Jerry" Brandon. Ph. D. of
Georgia State University ssith
the L.B. Tinsley Award.

event being offered the first and
third Thursdays of each month).
(in another part of town)so I've too, so we're thinking this will
got to think it will continue
help spur activity."
growing."
"I'm tickled to death that it's
The fact that 14 vendors were
said Calloway County
back,"
in Murray Thursday seems to
Steve Wagner is he
resident
back Poyner's thought. For the
some tools'at
through
browsed
first few weeks of the event's
Thursday.
station
O'Bryan's
return, vendor amounts were in
I got a
and
anything,
buy
"I'll
the three-to-four range with
was
this
when
stuff
good
rainy weather playing a big role. lot of
problem.
around before."
-That's definitely a
Most people don't want to come
Brockman said organizers'
out here in the rain," said ven- research showed that Thursday
dor Jimmy O'Bryan of Marshall was devoid of swap day aCtiviCounty, referring to the rain ties in the area. Mayfield hosts a
present during most or all of the similar activity on Tuesdays, as
first six days after Trade Day's
does Huntington, Tenn.
comeback.
"When it was here before, it
However, Mother Nature has
on Mondays, but I like the
was
as way of changing her ways.
date. It fits my schedThursday
The past several installments of
O'Bryan said.
Trade Day have brought sunny ule pretty well,"
conditions, which was the case "In fact, I was one of the few
Thursday when the event report- remaining here when it faded
edly attracted a noticeable out.
. "I like where they have it now,
increase of buyers.
Organizers are hopeful that too (on a paved parking lot).
this trend will continue.
You don't have to deal with peo"We've got more vendors, ple parking in mud and I think
now we need more buyers, and, that's going to help bring in
with more buyers, the idea is more people."
we'll get more vendors still. It's
Old Thyme Thursday Trade
kind of a never-ending circle,"
Day is now available from 7
said Tab Brockman, superina.m. until I p.m. each Thursday.
tendent of Murray-Calloway
pay a $5 fee to display
County Parks & Recreation. Vendors
and there is no fee
goods
their
"We are now going to having
customers to shop,
for
charged
this every Thursday (as opposed
visit.
and
browse
the
of
to the original scheduling
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to out-do the other both in volume and intensity.
Emceed by KET's "Comment
on Kentucky" host Ferrell
WeUman,he stressed the importance of not only Fancy Farm,
but of the 2014 senate race.
which he said could prove pivotal not just for Kentucky, but
for the nation.
"The political speeches you're
about to hear are really part of
the fabric of Kentucky politics,"
Wellman said. "This kicks off
EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
the political season in our state
Labor Elaine
Pictured from left, U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell. his wife former Secretary of
it's a really a political bootand
and State Sen.
Chao, Agriculture Commissioner James Corner. Rep. Ed Whitfield, Matt Biven
but maybe with better
camp.
Farm Picnic on
Stan Humphries all sit front row, waiting to take the stump at the Fancy
food. Thanks to the 2014 senate
Saturday.
race, though, Fancy Farm is the
core of America's political uni‘erse today."
Parla).ing the importance of
coal power to national energy
concerns and state jobs, the big
push for industrial hemp production and the fiscal pinch on
small and medium-sized busithe
by
created
nesses
Affordable Care Act, several
officials endorsed McConnell's
re-election on Saturday, including Republican Agriculture
Commissioner James Coiner.
1st Dist. U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield
(R-Hopkinsville), 2nd Dist.
State Rep. Richard Heath (REDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Mayfield) and Dist. I State Sen.
Grimes' husPictured from left, State Auditor Adam Edelen, Attorney General Jack Conway,
Stan Humphries(R-Cadiz).
r Elsie Case
McConnell took the podium
band. Andrew. Sec. of State Alison Lundergan Grimes and Grimes' grandmothe
Farm.
Fancy
at
afternoon
Saturday
stage
the
of
side
left
the
all held down
to rousing applause and
crescendos of "We want
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lowing a suspicious house fire
in Berea. Authorities have
searched more than 16,000
acres in three Kentucky counties
for the teen.
Saturday's fundraiser featured
a motorcycle bike ride with 132
participants and a silent auction
of donated items.
Organizers say the event was a
success because they managed
R ichmond.
to raise thousands of dollars for
June
seen
last
was
Farthing
22. when she disappeared fol- the family.
proof of — and I want people to
know — that Kentucky is a

as
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to begin their
Mitch!" and wasted little time place for people
getting down to business, citing lives, to expand their lives and
his experience as Kentucky's to improve their lives."
voice in the senate.
"Why are you leaving with all
"I have, brought Kentucky's
" Bevin
voice to Washington, and the of your supporters'?
where
it,"
chair
like
the
addressing
doesn't
said,
Obama crowd
"Kentucky's
said.
McConnell
the absent McConnell had pre
voice is often the opposition in
sitting
been
viously
the Obama agenda, and I'm
to
proud of that. Kentucky will "Apparently the bus wants
have a voice instead of San beat the crowds."
Martha's
and
Francisco
Marksberry closed the event.
Vineyard."
leaving no stone unturned
The barbs certainly did not
"Mitch McConnell has raised
stop there, as Grimes, along
with Democratic Attorney $20-$30 million to tell lies
General Jack Conway and State about
Lundergan
Alison
Auditor Adam Edelen, took
Grimes. but I hope she raises
turns admonishing McConnell's
views on health care, his contin- $30-$40 million to tell the truth
ued opposition of the Equal Pay about Mitch," Marksberry said.
Act and the Lilly Ledbetter Fair "A'lot of people call Mitch 'The
Pay Act and the marked increasTurtle Man.' Well, that's disrees in costs. for postsecondary
spectful to the real 'Turtle
education in Kentucky.
Kentucky
for
version
"His
Man.—
health care would be to tell our
Serving as the premiere annti
seniors to walk it off," Grimes
al fundraiser for St. Jerome
said. "Let's just tell it like it is;
Church, the picnic
Catholic
if tAe doctors told Sen.
kidney
McConnell he had a
generally nets a little more than
stone, he'd refuse to pass it.
$100,000 each year through a
"Senator McConnell keeps
- from bingo
talking about 'Team Mitch' - myriad of avenues
well, I'm here to invite you to to barbecue to a chance on a
'Team Switch."
new vehicle - and over the
As the speeches neared their
years has not onl$,'turned into a
end, Bevin and Marksberry
one of
were left with the closing family reunion, but also
the most critical stops in
remarks to the crowd.
Supporters of Bevin rang bells Kentucky politics.
as he focused on McConnell's
After selling out of pork bat
"30-year absence," his alleged
Saturday
disconnection to people's becue by 4:30 p.m. on
Darrell
needs, his "empty rhetoric" and afternoon, Father
his slipping out of the 2013 Venters of the St. Jerome
Fancy Farm Picnic, as he and
Catholic Church - attending his
his wife, former Secretary of
said
Labor Elaine Chao,did not stay fifth Fancy Farm Picnic rememto
2014 could be a year
for the full slate of speeches.
"He likes to brag about how ber.
Kentucky is a place where peo"If this is what it is this year, I
ple come to end their lives,"
Bevin said. "I'm running for can't even imagine what it will
U.S. Senate because I'm living be like next year," he said.
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RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Community members have
gathered together to bold a
fundraiser for the family of a
missing Madison County teen.
WKYT-TV reports that hundreds of supporters of the family of 18-year-old Brookelyn
Farthing attended the fundraiser
Saturday at the Hog's Trough in_
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Fundraiser held for missing
Madison County teenager
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2 juveniles charged with
multiple drug offenses
Staff Report
Kentucky State Police charged
two Calloway County juveniles
Friday with trafficking and cultivating marijuana, among other
alleged crimes
According to KSP, a search
warrant was executed at a residence on Sandy Pine Drive in
Murray at approximately 9:30
a.m. Friday. The search warrant
was a result of a drug investigation by Trooper Jody Cash.
Upon execution of the warrant.
KSP located several items
indicative of drug trafficking as
well as marijuana cultivation.
KSP said. Additionally, numerous stolen items were located at
the residence, including GPS

er & Times
f oamouin for the
ay Trade

units, gaming systems and
firearms.
Two juveniles located at the
scene were each charged with
Trafficking in Marijuana less
than 8 ounces (Firearm
Enhanced), Possession of
Marijuana (Firearm Enhanced),
Drug
of
Possession
(Firearm
Paraphernalia
Enhanced). Receiving Stolen
Property less than $10,000.
Possession of a Defaced
Firearm and Receiving Stolen
Property (Firearm). One of the
juveniles was released to the
custody of the juvenile's parents
while the other was lodged in
the McCracken County Juvenile
Detention Center.
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vehicle accident that injured
five people on Memorial Day
citing convenience, as well as night 2012 on KY 95 near the
thefotential jury pool."I live in Calvert City Drive-In in northCalloway County so that's one ern Marshall County. Landon
thing, but I haven't had a single Lovett, 19, of Benton, died in
person from Calloway County
November from injuries susask me about this case, or even
tained in the accident, it was
comment on it. That tells me our
reported.
county would be fair, especially
Blankenship said current
with the diversity of people who
plans are for remaining pre-trial
live here.
in the case to
conferences
Burkeen is charged with murCircuit
Marshall
in
remain
der, two counts of assault 1st
Court.
degree and two -counts of wanIndividuals facing charges are
ton endangerment for his
alleged involvement in a two- innocent until proven guilty.
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vows support for Assad
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By BASSEM MROUE
Associated Press
BEIRUT (AP) — Iran's new
president expressed his country's
support to Syria's embattled leader
Bashar Assad's- regime Sunday,
„saying no force in the world will be
able to shake their decades-old
alliance.
Hasan Rouhani's comments
came as Syrian troops and rebels
fought some of the fiercest battles
in the mountains of the coastal
province of Latakia, an Assad
stronghold.
Rouhani made the comments
during a meeting in the Iranian
capital of Tehran on Sunday with
Syrian Prime Minister Wadl alHalqi, Syria's state news agency
SANA said.
Syria has been Tehran's strongest
ally in the Arab world since Iran's
1979 Islamic Revolution.
Iran has been one of Assad's
strongest backers since Syria's crisis began. Tehran is believed to
have supplied Assad's government
with billions of dollars since the
country's crisis began in March
2011. Iran-supported Hezbollah
also has sent fighters into Syria to
bolster an offensive by Assad
forces.
"The Islamic Republic of Iran
aims to strengthen its relations
with Syria and will stand by it in
facing all challenges," SANA quoted Rouhani as saying in a report
from Tehran. "The deep, strategic
and historic relations between the
people of Syria and Iran ... will not
be shaken by any force in the
world."
Rouhani was elected in June and
was endorsed by the country's
supreme leader on Saturday,allow-
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mg him to begin acting as president. He was sworn in Sunday.
Rouhani condemned foreign
intervention in Syria, saying that
the Arab country is passing
through a "failed attempt" to strike
at the "axis of resistance and rejection to Zionist-American plans in
the region," SANA quoted him as
saying.
Damascus and Tehran reject the
idea that there is an uprising in Syria and -say the country is being
subjected to an Israeli-American
conspiracy because of its support
to militant groups such as
Lebanon's Hezbollah.
SANA quoted.Rouhani as saying
that Syria will come out of this war
"victorious."
Al-Halqi said the Syrian people
will "not .forget friends who stood
by their side during times of difficulties." SANA reported.
Later Sunday. Assad took part in
an iftar, the meal that breaks the
dawn-to-dusk fast during the
Muslim holy month of Ramadan.
The iftar was attended by government officials, religious leaders
and members of the country's
unions and political parties. SANA
said. It added that Assad gave a
speech.
"The president spoke about the
latest developments of the Syrian
crisis and heroic acts and victories
of the Syrian army in defending the
country," SANA said, publishing a
picture of Assad giving a speech in
front of dozens of people. It was
Assad's second public appeaiance
this week after he visited troops in
the Damascus suburb of Daraya on
Thursday to mark Army Day.

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

FILM BURNERS: Open from 8-5 p.m. until Friday and from 8 a.m. until noon on Saturday, the Film Burner's Photo Exhibit
can be viewed by the public in the Robert 0. Miller Convention Center on the court square. Pictured above, Film Burner member Crystal Wyatt shows off a couple of her favorite shots she has captured with a point-and-shoot camera.

Tighter security at some US missions over al-Qaida
By AHMED AL-HAJ and
KARIN LAUB
Associated Press
SANAA, Yemen tAPt —
Security forces closed roads, put
up extra blast walls and increased
patrols Sunday near some of the
22 U.S. diplomatic missions in the
Muslim world that Washington
had ordered closed for the weekend following warnings of a possible al-Qaida attack.
The closures came with a call
for Americans abroad to take extra
precautions throughout August.
particularly when using planes.
'trains and boats, though some veteran expatriates shrugged off the
warnings.
"I have been here long enough
to know where and where not to
go," said Brian Edwards,a professional basketball player from
Detroit. Michigan. who has 'lived
in Egypt for nearly six years. "I
feel generally safe."
Some warned, meanwhile, that
such security measures are not
sustainable.
"It sets a precedent." said Shadi
Hamid, an analyst with the
Brookings Doha Center. "What
happens if you keep on getting
credible threats?"
The State Department has said
some of the 22 missions might
remain closed after Sunday. The
countries with closure orders covered much of the Muslim and Arab
world, from Mauritania in the
west to Bangladesh in the east.
In recent 'days. U.S. officials
have said they have received significant and detailed intelligence
suggesting a possible attack, with
some clues pointing_ to the al-
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Qaida terror network. The State
Department said the potential for
terrorism was particularly acute in
the Middle East and North Africa.
with a possible attack occurring
on or coming from the Arabian
Peninsula.
"The threat was specific as to
how enormous it was going to be
and also that certain dates were
given," Rep. Pete King. R-N.Y.,
who chairs a House panel on
counterterrorism and intelligence,
told ABC on Sunday.
King said he believes al-Qaida
"is in many ways stronger than it
was before 9/11 because it has
.mutated and it's spread in dramatically different locations." The terror network's Yemen branch.
known as al-Qaida in the Arabian
Peninsula, "is the most deadly of
all the. al-Qaida affiliates," King
said.
In Jordan, a counterterrorism
official said available information
pointed to a potential threat to
ihterests in the Arabian
Peninsula, specifically in Yemen,
and that this prompted the temporary closure of U.S. missions
across the Muslim world. He
spoke on condition of anonymity
as he wasn't authorized to discuss
the issue with journalists.
In Yemen's capital. Sanaa, security was beefed up Sunday around
the U.S. Embassy building and the
nearby Sheraton Hotel where U.S.
Marines stay.
Police set up a checkpoint at an
access road leading to the
embassy. asking some drivers for
identification before letting ;hem
pass. Soldiers typically guard the
area around the embassy. but on

Sunday they were spread out in a
wider radius. Cars were prevented
from stopping outside the
Sheraton. where two armored
vehicles sat out front.
A Yemeni security official said
the request for extra security came
from Washington. He spoke on
condition of anonymity because
he was not authorized to release
the information.
Extra security also could be seen
near U.S. embassies in Bahrain.
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Iraq and Jordan.
In the Iraqi capital of Baghdad,
troops set up new blast barriers
last week to block several streets
leading into the city's already
heavily fortified Green Zone, home to the sprawling U.S.
Embassy and Iraqi government
offices. Troops also intensified:
searches of those entering the.
Green Zone, opening car trunks
and frisking male passengers.
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Tea party plans to
abandon GOP stars

William Emma gloppy' Hayden

Obituaries

William Emmitt "Hoppy" Hayden, 79, of Paducah, died at 1:58
a.m. on Friday, Aug. 2.2013,at his residence.
Hoppy was a member of St. Francis de Sales
Luvena Lovett
Church and had a B.S. and two master's
Catholic
held
Funeral services for Luvena Lovett,97,of Murray, Ky., were
degrees from Murray State University. He retired
at 2 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013, in the chapel of JH. Churchill
as a school teacher with 33 years of service, having
includes such a provision. The
Funeral Home, with Shelby Underhill and John Sales officiating.
By MICHAEL J. MISHAK
in Gallup, N.M., Barstow, Calif., and the
taught
Church
plan has been panned by conserBurial followed in the Lone Oak Primitive Baptist
Associated Press
Paducah City and McCracken County school sys3,
Aug.
vatives but ultimately could bolSaturday,
wasn't
held
was
Cemetery. Visitation
MIAMI (AP) - This
tems. While at Gallup, NM school -system he
Rubio's standing with
ster
had
party
tea
the
2013,from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the funeral home.
revolution
the
tutored children at night from the Indian
Hispanics, a growing demoMrs. Lovett died Thursday, Aug. I, 2013, at
Reservation. He coached football, track, swim- in mind.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
ming,fencing,scuba diving and skin diving. While
Four years ago,the movement graphic group that has voted
She was retired from Kenlake State Park and
in New Mexico, he and a friend carried the
and its potent mix of anger and overwhelmingly Democratic in
Olympic torch from the 1964 Olympic Summer populism persuaded thousands recent years.
was a homemaker. She was one of the last memHayden
Games into Arizona, which was farther than any- of costumed and sign-waving
One sweltering July day, a
bers of the Lone Oak Pnmitive Baptist Church.
one in the United States. He formed the first conservatives to protest the bal- half-dozen tea party protesters
She was born in Calloway County on Sept. 13,
Paducah Running Club (The Paducah Road
1915, to the late Lee Andrew and Edna Billington
looning deficit and President gathered under a tree in front of
Runners) and promoted the first marathon in
prewas
she
parents,
her
to
addition
In
Donelson.
health care law. It Rubio's Miami office, seeking
Obama's
Paducah. He was a U.S. Army Korean War Veteran
Lovett
ceded in death by her husband,Sedley Lovett; two
of no-compromise shade as they denounced his
crop
a
swept
having served in Panama.
Congress and support for an immigration,
sisters, Elsie Miller and Jennie Donelson; and one
into
lawmakers
He was preceded in death by three brothers, Mannuel Hayden,
and trans- overhaul. But the protest soon
offices
brother, AG. Donelson.
governor's
E.
Ewing
were
parents
His
Hayden.
Boyd Hayden and Sonny
She is survived by three daughters, Sally Rogers and husband, Hayden and Pauline Throgmorton Hayden.
formed political up-and-comers, turned into more of a support
Phillip,Cynthia Bogard and husband,Tommy,and Martha Burkeen
including Florida Sen. Marco group, with the four men and
He is survived by his wife, Monna Rhea Bradford Hayden; one
and husband. Tim, all of Calloway County; one son, Jerry Lynn daughter,Teresa Hayden of Paducah; two sons, Michael Hayden and
Rubio, into household names.
two women grousing to each
Lovett and wife, Patricia, of Calloway County; two sisters, Nancy wife Laura of Paducah,and Christopher Hayden and wife Libbie of
But as many tea party stars other lout how Rubio had
Steele and Mabel Maddox, both of Murray; eight grandchildren; 10 Boise, Idaho; two granddaughters, Sarah Elizabeth Hayden and
seek re-election next year and turned into a "back-stabber," a
great-grandchildren; 11 great-great-grandchildren; and several Katie Rhea Hayden; one niece and two nephews.
Rubio considers a 2016 presi- "liar" and a "flip-flopper."
Visitation will be 5-8 p.m. Tuesday,Aug.6,2013 at Milner & Orr dential
run, conservative
nieces and nephews.
Juan Fiol, a real estate broker
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: St. Jude Children's Funeral Home of Paducah.
activists are finding themselves who organized the protest, kept
7,2013.
Aug.
Funeral services will be held at 10 a.m. Wednesday,
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 50, Memphis,TN 38101.
at a crossroads. Many of their looking at his phone, waiting for
with Rev. Brian Roby
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- at Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah
standard-bearers have embraced calls from fellow tea party supwill follow in Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
home. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral officiating. Burial
more moderate positions on porters that never came.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to a
Home.
bedrock issues such as immigra"It was supposed to be a big
charity of choice.
tion and health care, broadening event," he said as he waved a
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorr.com.
their appeal in swing states but
Eleanor Josephine Cavanaugh
large "Don't Tread on Me" flag.
dampening grass-roots passion.
Funeral services for Eleanor Josephine Cavanaugh,82,of Murray, Bobby Gene Geurin
The movement's top strate"They keep sticking their finKy., were held on Sunday. Aug. 4, 2013 at 1:30 p.m. at J.H.
Bobby Gene Geurin,79, passed away peacefully on Aug. 2,2013,
acknowledge the tea party
gists
officiating.
McClure
ger in the eyes of the guys who
Churchill Funeral Home, with Father Jason
surrounded by family and close friends after a long illness. Born in
today, by design. It
quieter
is
got them elected," said Ralph
Burial followed in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation was Murray, Ky., Bobby moved to Memphis, Tenn. in 1953. where he
they said, from a
matured,
has
King, a co-founder of the
held on Saturday. Aug. 3,2013,from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home. met and married his loving wife of55-flars,the former Martha Ann
to a political
movement
protest
Spring
at
2013,
I.
Tweedy.
She died Thursday. Aug.
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Large-scale
movement.
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Care
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letto
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way
Bartlett
of
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have
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rank as a cook.
She was born in Oak Park, Ill., on March 16,
betrayed."
of
member
long-term
former
phone-banking
a
and
and
Church
ting
Baptist
ter-wri
and
Weise
r
Robert
1931, to the late Charles
The tea party is a loosely knit
Elliston Baptist Church where he served as a deaFlorence (Stadtler) Weise. She was the co-owner
of activists, and some are campaigns to push or oppose
web
con and Sunday School teacher. Bobby was the
in
agendas
and operator of KN Root Beer in Murray. She had
to rekindle the fire with legislative
hoping
Warr & Geurin Garage in Bartlett.
of
owner
former
capitals.
state
Auld
Washington
-Calloway
Murray
at
primary challenges to
also worked in the gift shop
Tennessee. Bobby was an avid fisherman, and a 2014
Republicans. But In Michigan and Ohio, for
County Hospital and was a Need Line volunteer
wayward
Tiger's
Memphis
of
University
and
fan of the Memphis Grizzlies
from 1974 until she became ill in 2006. She was a basketball teams, and enjoyed family gatherings all throughout his
many more say they plan to sit example, leaders have battled
member of the St. Leo Catholic Church and was a life.
out high-profile races in some the implementation of the presi.
Homemakers
Grove
Harris
the
by
of
member
important swing states next dent's health law and the adopIn addition to his loving and dedicated wife, Bobby is survived
Cavanaugh
In addition to her parents, Mrs. Cavanaugh was his son Michael (Tammy) Geurin of Hot Springs, Arkansas; his
year, a move that GOP leaders tion of "Common Core" state
preceded in death by her husband,John T. Cavanaugh, who died on daughter Wendy (Michael) Smith of Memphis, Tennessee; his fear could imperil the re-elec- school standards.
Local activists say they have
grandsons Justin(Robin)Geurin of Oxford. Mississippi and Zackary
tion prospects of former tea
Feb. 7.2013; and a grandson, Jason Linn.
She is survived by two daughters, Coleen Linn and husband, (Hannah) Geurin of Benton, Arkansas; brothers Ralph (Rose) party luminaries, including the focused largely on .their own
Gerald,and Marybeth Downs and husband,Stan,all of Murray;one Geurin of Hamilton, Ohio, and Fred (Faye) Geurin of Tallaquah, governors of Florida and Ohio. communities since Obama's reMississippi; and
"It changes the playing field election and the ideological drift
son. Charles Cavanaugh and wife. Janice, of LaGrange, Ill.; eight Oklahoma; his sister. Shirley Caylor of Hernando,
nephews.
and
nieces
us," said Tom Gaitens, for- of some tea party-backed politifor
grandchildren, Brian Cavanaugh and wife, Kalah, Karen Ainslie many special
Visitation with the family will begin at 12:30 p.m. on Monday. mer Florida' director of
and husband, Jake, Katie Trevino and husband, Frank, Maggie
cians. Many are running for
5, 2013, with services immediately following at 2:30 p.m. at
ks, a political school boards, county commisFreedomWor
Cavanaugh Dietz and husband, Andy, Kristy Spann and husband, Aug.
Avenue,
Poplar
5668
Memorial Park Funeral Home and Cemetery,
action committee that has spent sions and city councils,focusing
John. Gina Harness and husband, Darin, Kellie Webb and husband, Memphis,Tenn.
great-grand14
and
JR;
millions of dollars to help tea on issues such as unfunded iienBrandon, Amanda Williams and husband,
St.
to
sent
be
memorials
In lieu of flowers,the family requests that
party candidates. "The most sion liabilities and sewer system
children.
choice.
donor's
the
of
charity
the
to
or
Hospital
Children's
Jude
powerful thing we have as a repairs.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Jason Linn Memorial
This is a paid obituary.
movement is our feet and our
Fund, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071.
"The positions that people are
vote."
The number oftimes published or the length(lone or more of the
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralfilling at the local levels are
set by the Ledger and
In the summer of 2009, tea more important for the future of
home.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum
been paidfor additional publishing or space. party supporters stormed conhas
Alec
policy.
Times
the movement and the future ot
Funeral Home.
gressional town hall meetings, the country." said Jenny Beth
shouting down lawmakers who Martin, co-founder of the Tea
had voted for the bank bailout
Party Patriots, a national
and the stimulus package. The
umbrella organization. "It's cremovement's voice grew louder
a farm team for the
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for the after Democrats -passed the
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Line dance class set
A line dance class will be held every Monday
from 5:30-7 p.m. in the Woodmen of the World
Hall, 330 C.C. Lowry Drive, Murray. For more
information call Donna Witherspoon at (731)
445-0080. New dances are offered weekly for
beginners and intermediate dancers.
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Lovett reunion to be held
All descendants of Moses Lovett are invited to
Datebook a reunion
Saturday. Aug. 10,2013.from II a.m.
Kale Dunn.
to 3 p.m. at the Woodmen of the World Building.
Community
330 C.C. Lowry Drive. Murray. A potluck meal
editor
will be held at 12:30 p.m. Plates, cups, utensils
and ice will be furnished. For more information call Gerald and
Shirley Coles at 753-4661 or Joe and Janette Walker at 753-1977.

W.O.W. Lodges to meet
Woodmen of the World Lodges 592 and 728 will meet Tuesday,
Aug. 6,at 5:30 p.m. in the Lodge Hall at 330 CC Lowry Drive.

CCRTA to meet
The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet
Monday,Aug. 12,at 11:30 a.m.for a catered luncheon at the Murray
Woman's Club clubhouse. Guy Harbin, Kentucky Teachers'
Retirement System executive, will present the program.
Reservations are required by Tuesday. Aug. 6.and may be made by
calling 753-7870 or by emailing brendacall@mchsi.com. Dues for
the local association will also be collected at the meeting. All members and new members are encouraged to attend.

Photo provided

RETIREMENT RECEPTION: Pictured at the recent retirement reception for Cynthia Barnes,
Library Assistant II at Murray State University's Pogue Library, are Jane Shoemaker, who
attended Hazel Elementary, Calloway County High School and MSU with Barnes; Dieter
Ullrich, Archives and Special Collections Librarian; Barnes; and former MSU librarian, Betty
Hornsby.

Ladies of Murray Country Club

The Murray Country Club lady golfers held their regular stroke
Wednesday. July 31, with Judy Muehleman as hostess.
play
The radiology department of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
play will be held Wednesday. August 7.2013 at 9:00 a.m.
Regular
will hold an all-day rebate day at Sirloin Stockade Tuesday,Aug.6.
with Linda Porcher as hostess. The line-up is as follows: #1 Tee benefiting "Prayers For Jana." Coupons must be presented when
Betty Jo Purdom, Jennifer Crouse, Cyndi Cohoon, Ve Severns; NIB
ordering. The coupons are available at the radiology department, in
Barbara Gray, Norma Frank, Betty Stewart; #3 - Gwen Mathis,Sue
the endowment office of the hospital, on the "Prayers for Jana"
Pam Adams, Susan Doran: #8 - Doris Cella, Rainey
Collins.
Facebook page, and at Sears Hometown Store of Murray.
Apperson, Patsy Chaney; #813 - Pat Miller, Tonda Thomas, Linda
Porcher; #I0 - Cheryl Pittman. Freda Steely, Peggy Shoemaker. Val
PAMGA to hold Toolbox presentation
Ellen Duobinis-Gray will speak on "Living in Harmony with Heath.
Additional pairings will be made at the tee for those interested in
Nature" at the next Purchase Area Master Gardener's Toolbox presMcCracken
the
at
p.m.
5
at
6,
Aug.
but not in the line-up. If unable to play, contact the pro shop
Tuesday,
be
playing
held
to
entation,
County Extension Office, 2705 Olivet Church Road. The free event at 753-9430.
will include information on native plants and is open to the public. • The Ladies Card Party is scheduled for Tuesday,Aug.6,beginning
at 6 p.m. Anyone interested in getting up a table to play cards or
Veterans assistance available
other games is welcome and may contact Doris Cella at 753-2485 or
Veterans and their families will be provided free counseling and Patsy Chaney at 759-9590 for more information. On Wednesday.
assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. Aug. 14, Terri Pickens will host a team event for all lady golfers.
Appointments will be available Wednesday, Aug. 7, and Thursday,
Aug. 8, at the Paducah VA Clinic, 2620 Perkins Creek Road. To
schedule an appointment, visit the clinic or call 444-8465.

Rebate day set for 'Prayers for Jana'

2.

Special to the Ledger
Cancer
American
The
Society has a free transportation assistance program for
cancer patients operating in
Calloway County. Road to
Recovery provides trained volunteer drivers to take cancer
patients to and from their lifesaving treatments.
To request assistance, or for
information on how to volunteer as a driver, call 444-0740
email
Or
mary.huff@cancer.org. For
additional information on
Road to Recovery, visit
www.cancer.org.

Final boating safety
class of the season to
be held August 10
the Ledger
Coast Guard
TrcLWU.S.toKentucky
Lake

Auxiliary's
Flotilla and the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources have scheduled the
last free boating safety class in
Calloway County for this season. The class will be held from
9 a.m. until approximately 5
p.m. Saturday. Aug. 10, at
Glendale Road Church of
Christ, Murray. There will be a.
break for lunch.
"We've had a good year,"
says Beale Canon, one of the
"Although we had
Cynthia Darnall, hostess of the Oaks Ladies Golf, announced the instructors.
Learn to Sew program seeks leaders
class in another
"no-show"
one
Extension
e
Cooperativ
by
follows:
taught
as
Program,
winners
Sew
to
scramble
The Learn
Wednesday,July 31, golf
had nearly 50
still
we've
Family & Consumer Sciences, is seeking Clothing Leaders. The
First place was Carolyn Hargrove,Patsy Neale. Marilyn Rossi and county,
September
held
be
students."
will
and
program is for students ages 8-19
. Cynthia Darnall.
The instructors don't mind if
through April. Volunteers are asked to serve five hours a month durGolf will be played Wednesday. Aug. 7, beginning at 9 a.m. with
ing the class meeting time. No preparation will be needed. An ori- Carolyn Hargrove as hostess. It is not necessary to sign up. Pairings there is only one student. "If we
help one boater to be a bit safer,
entation and train-the-trainer workshop is scheduled for Saturday, will be made at the tee.
than that class was well worth
Aug. 10,from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the American Legion building. For
more information and to register to assist with the program,call the
our time," says Bill Husfield,
Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.
another volunteer instructor.
"Knowledge reduces the probaTOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
bility of becoming a boating staMurray Chapter #6I6 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
tistic."
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
Both instructors invite everyam.;554-9520
Special to the Ledger
welcome. For more inthrmation call Sheila at 227-1723.
who goes out on the water
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Master Clothing Volunteers
call Kevin at 293-7061.
Aug. 28 - Ballard County
ment. The class is approved by
their 2013 Gifts From the Heart
seminar. Master Clothing Extension Office; 1:30-3:30
the National Association, of
Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
the p.m.; 665-9118
by
trained
are
Storytime
Volunteers
offers
St.,
15th
S.
100
Church,
Lutheran
Immanuel
Pre-registration of $12 is
Kentucky
of
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of University
at least two days prior
required
Service.
age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and crafts Cooperative Extension
session. Call the
chosen
the
to
on
instructions
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 753- They compile
County Extension Office to regmore
to
simple
make
to
how
6712 for more information.
advanced gift items deemed ister for the seminar date of your
"Gifts From the Heart," which choice. Each person attending
Legion officers giving help
may be given as baby or wed- will receive a booklet printed in
American
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of
shower gifts, Christmas color with instructions for each
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4 ding
project. There must be a minihousewarming gifts.
p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of gifts, or
of 10 participants for the
-mum
Master
the
year.
other
Every
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forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administrat
TIMES
to occur.
seminar
a
Clothing Volunteers publish
the Legion Post, 310 Bee Creek Dr. No appointment is necessary
contact
information
more
For
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All
ideas.
gift
15
of
booklet
and veterans are served on a first-come,first-served basis. For more
the items in the book will be the Calloway County Extension
information call Kennedy at 752-3333.
demonstrated in the Purchase Office at 753-1452.
Area counties on the following
Senior Citizens invited to stop by center
dates:
Citizen
Persons 60 or older are invited to stop by the Senior
Aug. 14 - Fulton County
Center, located in the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Office, Hickman,
Extension
Murray. The center offers Meals on Wheels,congregate meals,edua.m.; 236-2351 CHIROPRACTIc
9:30-11:30
Ky.:
transcation opportunities, health promotions. exercise classes,
(Hickman County will meet HAS IIELPED
portation, information and referrals, entertainment and more. For
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more information call 753-0929.
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Donations needed for cemeteryofupkeep
tax-deductible

The Salem Baptist Church Cemetery is in need
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donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail
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to Salem Baptist Church Cemetery Fund,
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Domestic violence support offered
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HAPPENINGS
by Anoka Peeler
Well, we are in the "Dog Days of
Summer" but what a beautiful summer it has been. We've enjoyed the
hot weather along with the rain and
occasional cooler temperatures.
I appreciate Jenise writing the column for me last week while I enjoyed
a couple St. Louis Cardinals baseball
games in St. Louis. It has been really
quiet around here this week with
Jenise in Dallas at a Mary Kay
Cosmetic Conference. I think her
flight was "memorable" with -engine
problems" and delays. It certainly
makes you appreciate DRIVING to
where you want to go. Anyway, she
finally made it to Dallas and home
again safely. We're glad to have her
back in one piece!
Mitzi has kept everything rolling
along with lots .of games. exercises
and events to keep us all busy. We celebrated all of our June and July birthdays this week with a BIG birthday
party. We always love a good party.
and especially since it means refreshments.
We have a new card game started
this week with Hubert Stroud.
Actually, it's .an old card game but
new to us. Mr. Stroud introduced us to
Rook, so every Monday we'll be
playing "Rook with Hubert-. We
appreciate Joe Roberts playing dominoes with us and Martha Broach and
her Hand & Foot game in-between all
of OUT other activities.
Friday. we ended the week with a
big watermelon bust. We didn't actually bust the watermelons outside on
the porch, but we did cut them and eat
a big piece. Thank goodness they
were seedless because we have had
watermelon vines sprout up in our
landscaping that produced small
watermelons. I guess that would be
one way to start our own watermelon
patch.
We all gathered our old papers
together and visited the Super
Shredder at Walters Pharmacy this
week. Now we have mom for more
stuff in our closets.
Ms. Pete Neale celebrated a birthday this week along with employee,
Jeanne Paschall. Happy birthday.
gals, and many more!

...Where priceless
memories are made.
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Law
Boating
State
Administrators and is recognized by the U. S. Coast Guard.
Insurance companies offer
discounts on boat insurance to
boat owners who successfully
complete this course. In addition, the course meets Kentucky
standards for young boaters,
ages 12-17, who must acquire
certification before legally operating solo on personal watercraft and other boats.
To register and receive a textbook before the class, contact
Beale Canon by calling 753emailing
by
or
4934
bscanon@twc.com, or Bill
Husfield by calling 354-9966 or
emailing
by
cdpd0 I @mchsi.com.

•
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BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

Sealed Bids for the Murray Electric System I ME,S)Cherry Street Property
Improvements which includes demolition and removal of an existing timber
retaining wall and construction of approximately 115 L.F of new concrete retaining wall. Bids will be received by lbny Thompson, Murray Electric System, MES
conference room, 205 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071, until 2:00 P.M.
Central Time on Tuesday. August 12, 2013 at which time they will be opened and
publicly read aloud.

OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224

The Contract Documents, consisting of Advertisement of Bids, Instruction to
Bidders, Bid Schedule, Agreement, Performance Bond, Payment Bond, Notice of
Award, Notice to Proceed, Contract Change Order, General Conditions, Technical
Specifications, and Drawings, may be obtained at the following location beginning
Monday. August 5, 2013:

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

upon receipt of a non refundable payment of $30.00 for each set. Checks shall be
made payable to BFW Engineering & Testing, Inc.

The results will be released only after approval of Murray Electric System.
Murray Electric System shall reserve the right to waive informalities and to reject
any or all bids.

Public Notice
Calloway County Board of Education
Notice of Non-Discrimination
Students, their families, employees and potential employees of the Calloway
County Schools are hereby notified that the Calloway County School System does
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, religion, marital
status, sex or disability in employment, vocational programs, or activities as set
forth in compliance with federal and state statutes and regulations.
Any persons having inquiries concerning Calloway County Schools' compliance
with Title II. Title IV, Title VI, Title IX, the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act and/or Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act may contact:
Karen Brandon, Title IX Coordinator
Calloway County Schools
2110 College Farm Road
Murray, KY, 42071
(270)762-7300
ken brandon@tallowavkvschools us
The Calloway County School System offers the following career and technical
education programs for all students regardless of race, color, national odgin, ,
including those with limited English proficiency, sex or disability in grade 9-12:
Agriculture, Communication (Radio and Television), and Human Services(Family
and Consumer Science); Business Education and Science and Mathematics
(Engineering and Technology Education) programs are offered to students in
grades 7-12. Adult Education classes are offered to individuals pursuing a GED
certificate. Adult programs are offered periodically based upon the demand for
specific classes. Calloway County Schools will take steps to assure the lack of
English language skills will not be a barrier to admission and participation in
career and technical education programs. Persons seeking further information
concerning the vocational education offerings and specific pre-requisite criteria
should contact:
Karen Brandon, Title IX Coordinator
Calloway County Schools
2110 College Farm Road
Murray, KY, 42071
(270)762-7300
karen.brandonOtallowaykyschools.us
ro obtain this information in a language other than English, call(270)762-7300

Practical Dental Assistant Training
Registration is now open!
First class is Sept 7th
This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
job while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field.

Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
wvnv smilepaducah com

Azi-r3r-

Find out what's
happening
this summer...
subscribe to the

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Min
wsky...y)
3 rm..- 430.00
3 mo..-...$35.00
6 ma
$63.00
$105.00 me.1 yr.
1 yr.- $110.00

..............$40.00
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Cheek

KWIK Kleen now introducing
Red
Dog
Custom Graphics, full
and
restorations
upgrades, auto detailing and cleanups. 800
Coldwater Rd
226-1092
•

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143

3
6 mo..--.......$96.00
1 yr. --..---$145.001

Clift & Laura Key

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name_
St. Address

Peaches and Cream
sweet corn 2 locations
1410 Glendale, and
downtown Lynn Grove

Papa Smurf
Storage

City_
Zip

State_

Visit lilyMurray cam for
Chamber $aver Coupons
from your favorite
businesses in Murray.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

Rest of KY/TN
retayczy & Fluihanani

3

HEY YOU!

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 759-1916

Nott)ritti !ref',

375
Commerical

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved
locally owned and
'mated since 1886

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
1270) 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

Eyecare Specialties
Shannon
June 14, 1975 - August 5, 1997

They say there is a reason,
They say time will heal
But neither time nor reason,
Will change the way 'wefret
No one knows the heartache,
That lies behind our smiles,
No one knows the times,
We have broken down and cried
We want to tellyou something,
So there will be no doubt,
You are so wonderfid to think of;
But so hard to be without..
1111111r1r.....111111WIME!
"M11111.1.111r..
"'

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

11111re"

WANT TO SELL
REAL ESTATE?
Licensing class
enrolling. Paducah
days or nights. 48wks.
Payment Plan.
Call or Text
270-223-0789
deloiseadams yanoo.co
rn
Help Wanted

Need someone to sit
with an elderly person
(270)753-5476
060

020

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense

NICK M(CLURE OWNER

BFW Engineering & Testing, Inc
1215 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 42971

No Bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of forty five i451 days after closing
time scheduled for the receipt of bids.

- PREPLANNING -Avoid inflationary cost

Help Wanted

OTR drivers. Local company leasing equipment &
drivers to national account. Late model trucks &
new trailers. Drivers must be approved by
accounts safety director. Drivers must be at least
23 years of age, no preventable accidents in the
past 3yrs, no more than 2 moving violations in the
last 12mos. & no more than 3 in the last 3yrs.
Must have 2yrs of OTR exp. with tyr refrigeration
No DUI, DWI, drug or alcohol convictions. No
license suspension or sehous moving violation in
the last 3yrs. Must pass drug screen & physical
by accounts approved physician & lab. Successful
candidate that sign & complete a Syr contract will
receive the title to their truck upon completion of
contract as a bonus.
For more information call 270-293-3205.
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MVP Group is looking for individuals who
want to work in a fast paced environment. Candidates must possess assertiveness, initiative, and have the ability to
multi-task. pay special attention to
details and coordinate daily operations
between
or
and
activities
within
departments.

Excellent Benefits Package:
• Health, Dental, Vision, &
Supplemental
• Nine Paid Holidays
• 401K
• Vacation
These are full time positions with a fast
growing company Please send resume t,
MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Drive,
Mayfield, KY 42066
jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.com
or Mayfield Career Center,
,
319 S. 7th St., Mayfield, KY 42066 I
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Always on Time & What you Ordered

Dr. Kevin Adams
060

33 years of Dependable Service & Quality Products

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Infinity Group
Immediate openings for full time
Assembly Workers in the Murray area
Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met.
Send resume to jdavid@inf-gro.com
or call 270-767-2518

Finish Line Car Wash & Detail
is accepting aplications for
Full-Time Daytime Help. Hiring
people that are looking to advance.
Growth opportunity for the right
people. Apply in person at1102 Chestnut, Murray
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgerscom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message. No walk in
applicants accepted
EOE
machine
Part-time
operator needed for
commercial mail processing equipment with
possibility
of
the
full-time.
becoming
Day shift MondayFnday with occassional
overtime and weekends. Some lifting
required Send resume
or apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 N 12th., Suite G,
Murray KY 42071.
Associate
SALES
needed. Full or Parttime position available.
Experience preferred.
Drop resume at 915
Arcadia next to The
Apple or call (270)4155844. The Mattress
Guys

090
Domestic & Childcare

Learning
Lily
Pad
Center has openings
for children 6 weeks12 years For more
information call
(270) 761 -LILY
140
Want to Buy

"ANTIQUES". gas, oil
& soda signs, pump.
military Call Larry
753-3633

Appliances
Medium-sized chest
freezer $125
Brown, Kenmore side
by side refrigerator. 20
years old $235
Large. beige recliner
$99
(270)362-6128

38R2BA in downtown
Murray. All appliances
and water/trash included. $975/month. MSU
this
students love
large, nice apartment
Available
8;8
(.270)978-0698.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs

WARD-ELKINS

I BR from 5345
2BR from $375

605 1 South 17th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Horne Furnishings
COMPUTER desk $99,
round dining table with
leaf and 4 chairs $245,
red suede queen sofa
and chaise chair $399
(270) 362-6128.
MATTRESS &
FURNITURE SALE
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105 N. 3RD
753-1502
220
Musical
Cable Nelson Piano.
Small
Spinet,
57'Lx 36"H x25"W.
Excellent
condition;
walnut. Original finish
and
ivories.
One
owner.
$350/obo.
(270)559-3386
Mobile Homes For Sale

BUYING old U.S.
coln collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999

2BR, & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
liF
Mi bts
iHomes For Rent

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and Junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

150
Articles
For Sale

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.

Kitchen
table, six
chairs $75.00; home
health materials, potty
chair, shower stool.
bed clothes, female
clothes 759-1687 or
227-3069

Apartments
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1 -800-545- 1833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity

cr

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #711

DOG
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Houses For Rent
1&2E1R houses
270-753-4109
2 BR; appliances. W/D
hookup, central H&A,
$550/mo. 1 year lease,
1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2259,
(270) 527-8174

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
South Hazel TN
3BR 2BA
492-8526

2BR house. 12mi south
of Murray. No pets.
$525/mo & $500/dep.
873-9013

1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
213R, IBA. Water/trash
included.
$425/mo.
270-719-1654
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..

3BR, 1BA
Minutes
from the lake Access
to a boat ramp 822
Cross
Span
Rd
Murray, KY
270-978-7839

28R, IBA, near university, $575/mo.
753-3949

Extra Nice 3/2BR
Updated w/dishwasher.
hardwood/laminated
floors,
no
pets.
Available immediately.
Close to campus: 1707
Olive.
$1050/mo
904-2501581
For Sale or Rent
2BR 1 BA with 30x30
shop and 1 acre
270-227-7919 or 2277101
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NICE 38R. 2BA house
for rent close to town
Call Bonnie at SBG
Real
Property
Professionals,
LLC
270-753-9999

'ft 10 Lit

, Fn gain.
lion. 9 am.

Ice. 12 p.m
Tue. 1p.m.

led 12 p.m.

lu.12

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1998
Volkswagen
Jetta Original owners,
5 speed manual transmission, A/C Runs
well $118,000 miles
$1.800. 759-8082
SOO
Used Trucks
92 GMC Sierra. Short
wheel base step side
RUNS GOOD - NEW
PARTS!
81,600.
O.B.O.
978-7136, 978-7008

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

(ISA]

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

rHill•

Commerical Prop For Rent
40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray
AC available
293-6430

NTING

4i* Silesti
• Crzo Dada

CommerciaVretail
spaces at competitive
rates conveniently
located at 400 & 404
N 4th St Plenty of
customer paved parking
Spaces ranging from
750-1500sq ft can be
mobbed to meet individual business needs

270-752-0201
380

"
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Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
8 bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere con
(270)436-2858
Free, long haired, male
cat to good home
and
Neutered
declawed on all paws.
Some supplies included. 293-0612
Registered Llewellin
Setter male puppy. 11
weeks old. All shots up
to date. $300
(270) 293-5295
410
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

ill know inglt 1111t- rt
ertisinF tor realost.it, '
I. not in ligation ot the
person• are herebt inform, :
that all &millings advertised a-,
avadabk. ion an equal opporti
nay haw.

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial

Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small
wssnt hillelectric.ciim
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
iunk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured

753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pa% lug. Scalcoating
Hauling
TOM. .1 K%% IS

270-753-2905

ONJA

Ii

TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839
HALL'S WAS I I
MANAGEMFN I
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
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rouses
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deposit. No
3-2259,
7-8174
Ise. 12mi south
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lake. Access
)at ramp 822
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Span
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-7839
ce 3/2BR
I w/dishwasher.
dd/laminated
no
pets.
e immediately
1 campus: 1707

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises net
or call 270-753-4109
460
Homes For Sale
Brick Home 7 39 acres
Frontage on Hwy 80 a
Coldwater. 2 BR 1.5 BA
(615) 971-4813
Brick Home, full basement, attached carport,
barn with pasture. 1
Murray
mile from
Owner financing $5000
down, $145.000. 9780270 or 227-9885.

Harlem Lawn
MaIntanance and
Landscaping
*Smell Landscapes etc.
•Lest Removal
*Mowing Peek:tended
.Edging -Commercial
44i/tolling *Insured
Pruning -Licensed

Brandon's

Outdoor Service
is back Full Time
lawn mowing
shrub trimming
tilling, dirt work
bush hogging
1270) 978 0543

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562.
227-0267
YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Installation
*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs experience

(270)759-0501
PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
N__SULliO_Hitosffiailee

STORAGE.
siz, Units I ll

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property

Professionals
293-7872

Auto Parts
no

904-250-

or Rent
BA with 30830
Id 1 acre
-7919 or 227-

Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. GaIllmore
W W W GFCLI.0 NEI

(270) 759-0890
DOUBLE TAKE
, LANDSCAPES,.,.,
Voted Most
LARIaSC A P_ES_

rimming Hedges •New Landscapes
•Cleaning Out Existing *Mowing *Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards *Suburbs &
Farming Communities *Estates

OTHER SERVICES
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup *Pressure Washing

Need References? Got 'em!
480

USED TIRES

Elliot Wright
CallfText 270-978-8077
Give me a call - I'll give you a quote!

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520

Email your ad to

mounted

classified@murrayledgercom

Call 753-5606
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270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

LOiii;ER &TIMES
1110 I Whitt-tell Avenue • Murray. K Y

Protesters to Congress: Get
moving on immigration
Numerous chants and signs displayed by
sought to direct political pressure
at the House GOP. "GOP, do you want our
vote?" asked one banner. "Republicans,
remember, we're voting in November," protesters chanted.
Immigration legislation is in limbo in the
House after the Democratic-controlled
Senate passed a far-reaching bill in June that
included billions for border security, new
workplace enforcement requirements, a
revamped legal immigration system and a
path to citizenship for the estimated I I million immigrants living in the country illegally.
Many House Republicans are opposed to
granting citizenship to people who crossed
the border illegally or overstayed their visas
to be in this country. GOP leaders have
rejected the Senate-passed bill and said that
the House will proceed with narrow, singleissue hills, starting with border security.
But that process may not begin until
October, and it's uncertain whether the House
will ever get to the point of entering negotiations with the Senate on final legislation that
could get to President Barack Obama's desk.
Advocates believe the August recess
could be critical in marshaling public opinion
in favor of an immigration overhaul, and various- groups on the side of reform — from
business to labor to evangelicals — are making plans to reach dozens of House
Republicans in their home districts. Those
opposed also intend to make their voices
heard, although their coalition is smaller.

•

protesters

Be Informed

Be Red Cross Ready
American
Red Cross

Jim

,
w=1.
,•410,

Imo

For BEST
RESULTS
Place your
ad with us
Call 753-1916
LEUGER.st T1NIES
4KaXt

I

(270)226-5444

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

1•

Answer to previous puzzle

FORE

2417 Surveillance•Electricity
e Now Have SO Climate Control Units
112 WM:ma Ans.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Forty-one proimmigrant activists were arrested outside the
Capitol Thursday after blocking traffic while
(270)978-4591
pushing for passage of comprehensive immigration legislation.
Among the activists were leaders from a
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
range of immigration groups and unions
EXCAVATION
including the United Farm Workers and
E. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs AFL-CIO.
Installation
After marching by .the Capitol, the
& Refzeir
joined hands and sat down on
activists
Dirt Gravel,
Independence Avenue, a major street that
KIFite Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
runs through the congressional complex, dis(270)293-8686
playing a banner demanding "Immigration
Reform Now!"
HOMES BEAUTIFUL'
Police officers handcuffed them and led
Home Cleaning
away. Capitol Police said in a statement
them
Services 7yrs of exp
that the activists were being processed on
227-7129
charges of blocking passage.
The march came as Congress prepares to
Greg Mansfield
leave Washington for a five-week summer
Afkl,
:10,
4111
recess without House action on immigration
Garage Door
legislation. Advocates promised that
Sales & Maintenance
Thursday's action was a taste of things to
6" Continuous Gutters come as they aim to keep up the pressure
Great Hometown Service throughout August on the House's GOP
spend your money Ad of
stale Oleep local,
majority.
1270)293-8480
"When you want policymakers to see the
light, sometimes you've got to raise the heat.
MICKEY WILSON
and that's what we're doing today," said
DEVELOPMENT
Frank Sharry, executive director of America's
1.11 i01010. 1,..
,
I 0.11
Voice, who was among those arrested.
Several Democratic lawmakers joined the
,"kitr hen.
but did not participate in the civil
marchers
titithrprin ,
*Iht
disobedience. Rep. Raul Grijalva. D-Ariz..
elommailf f lif ft it
promised: "What is happening today is going
1,14 ittised 8
to be repeated around the country."
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FUTRELL'S
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For turther assistancT with Fair
Housing Advertising requireCounsel
ment.. uini.it N
6414-1000
Rene r Nifik

All sizes available call today
to reserve your storage unit
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• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE 8
DEBRIS REMOVAL

of the Concepbs Sudoku hcreases from Monday to Sunday

9

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights Electricity, end 24/7 Surveillance

270-873-9916

Electric

753-9562

KY 42071

270-293-402()

Visit
Icenttickylake
remodelinsycom

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Conceptis SudoKu

'If you've got It, we tan store 1t

Services Offered

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Lome

I \\

Sudoeu a a nurnber-piecing puzzle based on a ciste grid web
several given numbers the oblect is to piece the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that eech row each oolumn and over
3x3 box contains the same number only once The dela" love

SUDOKU

GARLANt
RENTAL ,

(II \N CUI
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BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, Aug.6, 2013:

for

This year you open up to many
new possibilities. In some sense,
you will experience a new
beginning in a chosen area of
your life. You also will successfully instrument a life change.
You respond to others with a
great deal of creativity. If you
are single, you'li want to get to
know someone better who stimyour, imagination.
ulates
Together, you could live out
wonderful adventures. If you are
attached, as a couple, you'll
revise your dreams and goals, as
both of you have changed considerably. You will benefit from
private time together. Another
LIBRA could get quite competitive with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
**** Tap into your imagination in order to get past problems. Some of your suggestions
might seem wild to those you
deal with on a daily basis, but
their validity comes out when
tested, A key person might be
taken aback by your actions.
Tonight Where people are having fun.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

*** You might be caught up in

your thoughts about a personal
matter. Relax, and open up conversation with a friend who has
your best interests in mind. The
two of yoo seem to accomplish
more together than apart.
Tonight: With any luck, you'll get
a new beginning.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
**** You might be busy fielding calls. As you start to open up
more, you'll get great feedback.
A friend supports you in this venture. Do not compromise the
integrity of a concept. You'll get a
new beginning, perhaps with a
special relationship. Tonight:
Catch up on a pal's news.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You could become overly
enthusiastic and find yourself
spending a little too freely. You
know there is no way around the
situation. You suddenly might
discover that the damages are
much greater than you expected_
Tonight: Really look at your
budget, then make decisions.
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22)
*** Reach out to a partner or
friend. When you brainstorm
about a problem, not only will the
problem be eliminated, but you
also could come up with some
other great ideas. You'll feel the
kinetic energy in the air. Be willing to commit to a new beginning. Tonight: All smiles_
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could be questioning a partner's choices, especial-

ly as this person seems so
vague and confused. You might
not be able to take a logical
approach, as he or she won't be
able to think that way about this
situation. Think outside the box.
Tonight: Keep your own counsel.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Emphasize what you
want, as opposed to what you
think you can get. You might be
confused about the outcome of a
situation. Whether it involves
work or your personal life, you
can be sure that you're not seeing the matter as clearly as you'd
like. Tonight: On your game.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You have an extraordinary imagination that takes you
to new heights. Your ability to

understand others helps you
when accepting a lead role.
Others feel as if you understand
them and have their best interests in mind, therefore, they
defer to you. Tonight: A force to
behold.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You might want to follow
through on a key project where

contusion is not an issue. If you
reach out to key advisers, you
will come up with an inspired
plan. You could feel as if you
have a new beginning with this
idea. Tonight: Get an opinion
from several friends before you
act.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You seem to know what

will

happen

next

and

why.

Lighten up and worry less. You
can handle whatever comes
down your path: be anxious simply will not help. Work with a
partner and decide to clear up a
problem. Tonight: A resolution or
decision made right now will
stick.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might want to see a
situation from someone else's
eyes, and you can be sure that
this person will want you to see it
through your eyes as well. Try
out his or her vision and see if it
works for you. A new perspective
can change results. Tonight: Go
along with a friend's plans.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your mind might be jumbled, which makes it hard to stay
focused on one topic. Do not
push yourself too hard. Make a
point to jot down some of your
unusual ideas that might be
worth explonng and testing out.
This process might free up your
mind some. Tonight: Stay mellow.
BORN TODAY
Actress Lucille Ball (1911), artist
Andy Warhol (1928), film director
M Night Shyamalan (1970)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at www.lacquelineblgar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Murray Postmaster Jennifer
Doom was pictured helping fill
the void of some leaves on her
staff by delivering the mail on
Murray's northeast side.
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Dawson.
July 25; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Troy Ryan Doss, July 19; and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Adam
Nelson Blalock. July 23.
Elected as officers for the
2003-2004 year of the Murray
Chapter
of
International
Association of Administrative
Professionals
were
Laura
Dziekonski, Terri Dick, Gale
Vinson. Jody Cofer. Sharion
Meloan and Sarah Alexander.
Bill McLean was announced as
the new head coach of the
women's rowing team at Murray
State University.
Twenty years ago
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose
said the new Calloway County
preschool building should be
open to students sometime in
January. The new facility was to
be located on the east side of
Calloway County High School
behind the soccer field.
Angela Elkins and teammates
on the Calloway County Laker
Band flag squad were pictured
working on a routine during
band camp.
Charles David Rogers of
Murray received his Master of
Science in Education at spring
commencement exercises at
Southern Illinois University.
Lion Ed Pavlick was the guest
speaker at a regular meeting of
the Murray Lions Club. Pavlick
spoke about his recent trip to the
International
Lions
Club
Convention.
Thirty years ago
Mrs. Murrell Madrey was
named as chairman of the fund
drive in Calloway County for the
1983 Arthritis Campaign.

Velvet Jones and Carolyn
Caldwell both shot a 64 over the
first 18 holes to win the Betty
Shepard
Memorial
Golf
Tournament played at the Oaks
Country Club.
Births reported included a boy
to Mr. and Mrs., Robert
Curtsinger. July II; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank D. Schwab. July
18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Gale Flood. July 21: a girl to Mr.
and
Mrs. Elwood Dennis
Johnson, July 22; and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Crass, July
25.
Forty years ago
Mrs. Pete Carlisle was named
incoming director of the Blood
River Baptist
Women's
Missionary Union at a recent
meeting of the group. Mrs.
Crawford Ray.outgoing director.
called the meeting to order.
Pianist was Gina Hopkins and
song leader was Susan Imes.
Dwight Wolfe was pictured
displaying two hog bass he took
with a Mann's Jelly Worm.
Fifty years ago
Forty-three Murray merchants
were to participate in the big
sidewalk sale next weekend.
Charles Ed Ahart of Murray,
Woodmen of the World District
manager. completed a district
managers' school
at
the
Woodmen home office in
Omaha, Neb.. July 29 to Aug. 2.
Sixty years ago
Honor students from Murray
who graduated from Murray
State College at the close of the
summer term were Odum
Bradford Boone Jr.. Jacqueline
Gardner Shroat. Clegg Farmer
Austin and Mildred Louise Gass.
A thousand boys and girls in
the first six grades.of the Murray
School District were to be examined at the Calloway County
Health
Department
during
August.

Daughter wants to shield her Immediate treatment is crukids from their toxic grandma
cial with ischemic stroke
DEAR ABBY: My mother and
I were close growing up However, when I was in college she
abandoned the family for her much
younger boy friend.
Since then, our relationship has
been strained, particularly since I
learned she used to tell her thenhusband she Was asking me when
she was carrying on her
affair. After
that, I learned
about additional lies she
had told me
throughout
childmy
hood.
I'm married now and
have
two
young chil- •
By Abigail
Van Buren dren. Until a
year ago we
lived in the same city. Mom never
came around much because she was
preoccupied with finding new
boyfriends to support her. She has
since moved out of state and
stalks me on Facebook, harassing
me to get Skype so she can talk
to my children.
My mother has never apologized for her actions to anyone
and thinks we should just "get
over it. Because so much has come
out about her. I want to protect
my children from being hurt by
her the way I was.
I Cain tell her outright that I
don't want much to do with her
for fear it will send her into an
"episode." and I don't want my
kids caught in the crossfire. If I
try to sugar-coat what needs to
be said. she won't get it. What •
should I do? -- FRUSTRATED
DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: Frankly.
you'll save yourself a lot of grief
if you just tell your mother you're
not getting Sky pe and the reason
why,and let her have her "episode."
M a parent, you have every right
to insulate your children from
anyone you feel might be a ncg-

Dear Abby

stave influence -- and that includes
their grandmother.
DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating my boyfriend for more than
a year and we are considering
marriage. I am 23 and have never
been dissatisfied with the way I
look.
The other day he told my
friend that when we get married
and become financially stable, he
would pay for a boob job for
me. I'm offended, mostly because
I don't want one and don't think
I need one. Do you think this
speaks to his character (or lack
thereof)? -- NOT GOING UNDER
IN LOUISIANA
DEAR NOT GOING UNDER:
No. I think it speaks to the degree
he assumes he can control or
make choices for you. I don't
blame you for being offended.
•0000

DEAR ABBY: I operate a
small Internet radio station out of
my house in Texas. I play music
24/7, except on Saturday nights
when I usually do a live talk
show. A topic I raise every year
coincides with my binhday. I
announce to all who are listening
that I have designated this day
as Mind Your Own Business Day.
On this day. my listeners are
reminded that if they disapprove
of someone's choice of mate,clothing. religion, favorite music, pets
-- and anything else that may be
personal and nobody's business - to keep it to themselves.
Would you be willing to mention this in your column and help
me spread the word that while
everyone has a right to an opinion, it doesn't mean everyone
should be forced to listen to it'T
Thanks in advance. -- JIM IN
TEXAS
DEAR JIM: Not only is your
message succinct, your idea has
merit. If more people followed your
philosophy, it could eliminate a
lot of conflicts, not to mention
headaches.
00000

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today' is Monday, Aug. 5. the
217th day of 2013. There are 148
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On August 5. 1953, Operation
Big Switch began as remaining
prisoners taken during the Korean War were exchanged at Panmunjom.
On this date:
In 1864, during the Civil War.
Union Adm. David G. Farragut
led his fleet to victory in the Battle of Mobile Bay. Ala.
In 1884. the cornerstone for

ONE?

replaced with the National Labor
Relations Board.
In 1936. Jesse Owens of the
United States won the 200-meter
dash at the Berlin Olympics, collecting the third of his four gold
Medals.
In 1962. actress Marilyn Monroe, 36. was found dead in her
Los Angeles home; her death was
ruled a probable suicide from
"acute barbiturate poisoning."
South
African
anti-apartheid
activist Nelson Mandela was arrested; it was the beginning of 27
ears of imprisonment
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SKUNK
REMOVAL
Dear
Heloise: We
have a skunk
that is living
under
our
back deck. Do
you have any
hints on how
to get rid of
him? We have
a dog and really don't want him
or our yard to get sprayed. —
Haddie in Houston
Here are a few things to do:
Don't feed your dog or any animals outside. if possible. If ryou
must. pick up any leftover food
within a short time. Make sure
garbage is in a can and closed
tightly. At night, if passible. use
lights and noise to make the area
unappealing. You also can place
.used cat-box filler around the area
to repel the skunk.. pour some hot
sauce around or sprinkle cayenne,
pepper on the ground. Fill any holes
that the skunk may be using as
a den.
Once sou are sure the skunk
IA gone. cover the area. Buy some
chicken wire, latticework or some
other type of covering, and block
access In the area under your

by
Heloise
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deck. This will keep skunks and
other critters from moving in. —
Heloise
TRASHING HIDDEN
RECYCLING CODES
Dear Readers: Here is this
week's SOUND OFF, about recycling symbols:
"I am an avid recycler, since
my city recycles glass, paper, cardboard and plastic. Only plastic
containers with a recycle code of
"I" through "5" or "7" are accepted. My pet peeve is that some of
the manufacturers of the plastic
containers make it practically
impossible to see the code on
their products, even with a magnifying glass. Others simply do
not put a code on them at all. If
I can't figure out or find the code,
it goes in the regular trash. —
Joyce W. in Houston"
, Joyce. you're right! It is difficult to see the numbers on some
recyclables. And yes, it is true
that Houston does not accept recy(-tables that are No. 6. Those
include disposable plates. carry-out
containers,egg cartons and the like.
which are usually made of polystyrene. — Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are some
other uses for empty cardboard

12
13
14
15
17
18
22
23
27
29
30
32
33
35
38
39
41
45
46
47
48

Piece of lumber
One of the °barna daughters
Relative by marriage
Praise highly
Count of music
Make fun of
Reporter's concern
Harrison of -My Fair Lady"
Loafer
Stench
Afternoon break
Spanish boys
Caesar's language
Barker's come-on
Tear
Race setting
Bros sibling
Catherine — (wife of Henry VIII)
Boise's state
Main artery
"Message received"
Thread holder
Incline
Lauder of cosmetics

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
28
31
34
35

Feeding-time protector
'Not — dare!"
Capp and Capone
Shower makeup
Nerdy fellow
Put to sea
Chopping tool
Flag feature
Garden aid
TV's Trebek
Horror director Craven
Mafia bosses
Do magazine work
First-rate
Signs of sorrow
Crockpot contents
Comedy's Fey
Tennis star Roddick
Prop up
Pod item
Make blank
Letter start
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toilet-paper rolls:
* Put all your ponytail holders around one.
* Make into toys for cats or
*rrets.
* Store ribbon around one.
* Roll and store scarves in
them. No wrinkles!
* Clasp necklaces around one
to store without getting tangled.
— Heloise
FOLLOW-UP
Dear Heloise: The Sound Off
regarding bottles that have a plastic tube that does not reach the
bottom of the container brought
to mind other things along the
same line.
I do not purchase those kinds
of containers. If I am gifted with
this type, when the product gets
low I simply turn the container
on its head so the contents drip
down the sides. You'd be surprised how much product is still
inside the container! Or a person
could purchase another container
of the same product and then
remove both tops and turn the
almost-empty one upside down
and place it on top of the nev,
one. — Another Frustrated Reader. via email
(c)2013 by king Features Syndicate Inc.
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Pop star
Heroic tale
Rooster's mate
Go bad
Sock part
Pub pint
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AskDoctorK.com.)
Dissolving a clot won't help
the brain if it's done too late.
The phrase doctors use is. "Time
is brain." To be effective, tPA
should be administered within 4
1/2 hours after the start of the
stroke. When used appropriately,
tPA can produce dramatic recovery within hours.
But clot-dissolving drugs also
carry risks, and tPA can cause
excessive bleeding -- which can
lead to death_ The more time that
passes between the start of the
stroke and the administration of
IPA, the greater this risk.
Clearly, doctors must exercise
great caution when deciding
whether to use tPA. When possible, this decision is best made by
a skilled medical team headed by
a stroke specialist.
If doctors rule out tPA, they
will likely give an antithrombot
'lc. or anticoagulant drug. such as
heparin, to prevent more clots
from forming.
When I was a young physician. there was very little we
could do for people with ischemic
strokes. We knew what the Problem was -- a clot had blocked a
major artery in the brain -- but
we just had no way of dissolving it.
It took medical research to figure out how clots form and dissolve. Then the huge research
breakthrough called recombinant
DNA technology allowed us to
make large amounts of natural
substances like tPA. Without this
research, most of it supported by
your tax dollars. we would not
have tPA, human insulin, or many
other life-saving medicines. Think
about that when you read about
cuts in funding for medical
research.
(Dr. Kontaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions.
go to AskDoctorK.coon, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

DEAR DOCTOR K: My father
recently had an ischemic stroke
He was treated with tPA and has
now fully recovered. What IS tPA?
And how does it work?
DEAR READER: The most
common kind of stroke is called
an ischemic
stroke:
an artery supplying the brain
becomes blocked by a blood clot.
The part of the
brain supplied
by the artery
the
needs
nutrition provided by a
constant supply of blood.
When
that
supply
is
interrupted.
brain cells can
die,
taking
BY
Dr. Anthony with them the
to
ability
Komaroff
move, speak,
feel or think.
When a stroke occurs, immediate treatment is crucial. The sooner treatment starts, the better the
chance of limiting disability or
brain damage -- or preventing
death.
As soon as doctors diagnose
an ischemic stroke,they must determine whether a clot is still blocking an -artery. If so. there are
drugs to dissolve the clot. Tissue
plasminogen activator (IPA) is one
of the main drugs used to dissolve clots. It is made naturally
by the body, but unfortunately.
when a clot suddenly blocks an
artery, the body doesn't make
enough tPA to dissolve the clot.
However. tPA produced in the
form of a medicine can be given
through a thin tube in the arm
or a tube threaded through the
blood vessels directly to the site
of the blockage. High concentrations of tPA build up at the site
of the clot, making it dissolve.
(I've put an illustration of *how
tPA works to restore blood flow
to the brain on my website,
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Hints From Malaise
the Statue of Liberty's pedestal
was laid on Bedloe's Island in
New York Harbor.
In 1921. a baseball game was
broadcast for the first time as
KDKA radio announce!. Harold
Arlin desci-ibed the action between
the Pittsburgh Pirates and the
Philadelphia Phillies from Forbes
Field. (The Pirates won. 8-5.)
In 1924. the comic strip "Little Orphan Annie" by Harold Pray
made its debut.
In I933, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt established the National Labor Board, which was later
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BRIDGESTONE INVITATIONAL

Woods shoots 70, coasts to 8th win
RUSTY MILLER
AP Sports Writer
AKRON, Ohio (AP) —
They say par is a good score in
a major.
If that's true next week at the
PGA Championship, then Tiger
Woods has already done his
share of preparation.
Woods played safe and
smart with a big lead, parring
16 holes in an even-par 70
Sunday to coast to a seven-shot
victory at the Bridgestone
Invitational for his eighth win
at the event — matching the
PGA Tour record he already
shared for victories in a single
tournament.
"As blustery as it was, it was
going to be really hard for
someone to shoot 62 or 63,"
Woods said. "If I didn't give
any shots away and played my

game and shot even par or better, I'd force these guys to go
and shoot something super low
on a golf course that wasn't
going to give it up under these
conditions."
As he walked to the scorer's
trailer to finalize his score, he
scooped up 4-year-old son
Charlie, who hugged him tightly as his father strode past the
large gallery wildly cheering
his landslide victory.
"This is the first win he's
ever been at," Woods said.
"That's what makes it special
for both of us."
Daughter Sam was on hand
when Woods, won the U.S.
Open in 2008, before his personal life imploded. Now
Charlie will have some memories of dad in the winner's circle.
"They always say, 'Daddy.

when are you going to win the
tournament?' It was a few years
there, or a couple years, 1 hadn't won anything," Woods said,
smiling. "'Are you leading or
not? That's a stock question.
'Not leading. 'Well, are you
going to start leading?"Well,
I'm trying.'"
After a second-round 61 in
which he flirted with 59,
Woods ended up at 15-under
265 to easily beat defending
champ Keegan Bradley and
Henrik Stenson.
Bradley. a huge fan of
Tiger's when he was a youngster, was asked if he liked to
see Woods dominate like he did
a decade or so ago.
"When I was younger, I
did." Bradley said. "You know,
I hate to sit here and go on and
on about how good he is. but he
is. It's difficult because I really

Staff Report
Chris Hatcher will get his
first look at the full 2013 Racer
football team this morning,
opening fall camp at 8 a.m. at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Practice is open to the public.
Hatcher enters his fourth season with the Racers,and has one
of the top backfields in the FCS
in Jaamal Berry and Duane
Brady. The defensive unit is still
a major question for Hatcher as
the Racers implement a new
scheme under defensive coordinator Dennis Therrell -- who
was hired last spring.
And even though Hatcher
says he fields plenty of questions about the new-look
defense, he says he's asked most
battle
quarterback
about
between KD Humphries and
Parks Frazier -- who are expected to go toe-to-toe during camp
for the starting spot after the
graduation of Casey Brockman.
Hatcher will have two holes,
to fill on the offensive line with
the loss of four-year starters
(- Roderick Tomlin and Andy
Mahoney, but does have senior.
center Harris Biven back in the
fold.
, This morning's practice is the
first of 15 during fall camp.
leading up to Meet the Racers
day Aug. 24.

When he had a good shot at
a pin, he took it. Otherwise, he
took few. if any, risks.
He birdied the 10th hole,
then offset that with a threeSee.WOOOS, 10A

PHIL LONG AP Photo
Tiger Woods holds the trophy after winning the
Bridgestone Invitational golf tournament Sunday, Aug. 4,
2013 at Firestone Country Club in Akron, Ohio.

MLB: CARDINALS IS, REDS 2

UK FOOTBALL

Cards crush Reds

Kentucky

MSLI FOOTBALL

Racers
open
camp
with new
faces

want to get up there and contend with him. But he's just ...
this week he's playing really
well."
Woods mastery at Firestone
Country Club allowed him to
again match Sam Snead's PGA
Tour record for wins in an
event. Snead won the Greater
Greensboro Open eight times.
Earlier this year. Woods won at
Bay Hill for the eighth time.
As if he weren't already the
favorite next week in the PGA
Championship at Oak Hill, the
lopsided victory reinforced it.
No one ever got within six
shots all day of the world's No.

rebuilding
under rookie

.10E KAY
AP Baseball Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) — Even
when things go horribly wrong on
the road, the St. Louis Cardinals
can always count on one soothing
stop. No matter how deep their
slump, it'll end in Cincinnati.
Matt Carpenter broke his 0for-23 slump with a bases-loaded
double during the decisive rally.
and the Cardinals ended a tough
trip on the upswing by beating the
Reds 15-2 on Sunday..
The Cardinals went 3-8 on a
trip that included seven straight
losses — four of them in
Pittsburgh,allowing the Pirates to
overtake them for the NL Central
lead. On their final stop, an
offense that couldn't do much of
anything found a little bit of
everything.
"Offensively, we did a terrific
job." manager Mike Matheny
said."We had a little bit of everysome power,some good
situational hitting, made the
(defensive) plays."
It's been like that against the
Reds lately.
St. Louis took two of three at
Great American Ball Park and has
won its last six series against
Cincinnati, its best such stretch
against the Reds since 2003-04.
The Cardinals lead the season
series 8-4.
"Some teams you play better
than others, but they've got our
number' for sure," said Reds
starter Mike Leake (10-5), who
gave up a season-high seven runs.
"They play us tough. It's on us to
try to figure them out because
they've got us figured out for the
most part."
The Cardinals scored their

coach Stoops
GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer

AL BEHRMAN / AP PHOTO
Cruz (48) after the
Tony
with
celebrates
left,
Jay,
Jon
fielder
center
St. Louis Cardinals
Aug. 4, 2013,
Sunday.
game,
baseball
a
in
15-2
Reds
Cincinnati
the
defeated
Cardinals
in Cincinnati.
13,3 and 15 runs in their last four
most runs against Cincinnati another blow out.
games.
•"It's a great feeling," Carpenter
since 1993. -They've scored at
St. Louis finished with 19 hits
least 10 runs against the Reds in said. "It's even better that we
runs. Every
four games this season, the first come back and win the series in a and a season high in
Lynn drove
Lance
except
starter
to
fun
was
It
fashion.
convincing
time they've done that since 1980.
in at least one run.
Carpenter's two-run double off join in on the action."
Lynn (13-5) allowed four hits
Matt Adams, David Freese
the wall completed a five-run
Zack
rally in the sixth against Leake and Tony Cruz hornered for the in eight innings, including
13,
scored
have
who
and two relievers, setting up Cardinals,
II See CARDS, 10A

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Mark Stoops has spent the last
eight months fulfilling the offthe-field demands that come with
coaching Kentucky. Now all of
that has given way to what Stoops
was hired to do — lead the
Wildcats back to respectability.
The Wildcats open practice
Monday with the rookie head
coach and his new staff trying to
rebound from consecutive losing
regular seasons including 2-10
last year. Stoops' challenge is
compounded by depth concerns
at wide receiver and running back
and choosing from three quarterback hopefuls, not to mention
surviving a brutal schedule that
includes two-time defending
national champion Alabama.
The media has picked the
Wildcats to finish last in the
Southeastern Conference's East
Division, but that hasn't stopped
Stoops from sparking enthusiasm
among players. Wildcats fans and
recruits.
That zeal will also require
some patience.
"I really am excited about
what were doing offensively and
defensively," Stoops said. "I feel
like our players have a decent
understanding of the basic concepts of what we're trying to do.
We're just going to keep on grinding it out day to day. We know we
have a long way to go, but we
can't start looking at the end
results yet. There's just too much
II Sea WILDCATS, 10A

NASCAR

Kahne holds off Gordon to win at Pocono
bunched up the field.
Gordon nudged past Kahne
after some thrilling two-wide racLONG POND. Pa. (AP) — ing and seemed poised to win at
Jeff Gordon had the inside line, a Pocono for the seventh time.
lead and his first win of the sea- After the final caution, Kahne
son in sight, usually a sure thing was simply too fast, too strong to
be denied his first win at Pocono
for Pocono's top winner.
Kasey Kahne was about out of since 2008.
So close to the checkered,this
time to pass his Hendrick
loss stung Gordon. Even worse,
Motorsports teammate.
"It was either to go for it and his runner-up finish came on his
make it work." Kahne said. "Or 42nd birthday in his 42nd career
Pocono start.
not."
"I thought all I needed to do
Cruising from the outside,
get in here and got to the botwas
Kahne got the jump he needed,
and I'd be good," Gordon
tom
pulled
and
Gordon
past
zipped
away with two laps left Sunday to said. "He got a killer run and
blasted by on the outside of me.
win at Pocono Raceway.
"1 about gave it away when Caught me by surprise. It just
kills your momentum."
Jeff got by me." Kahne said.
Kurt Busch. who also celeKahne recovered in the No. 5
a birthday, Ryan Newman
brated
(hevmlet for his second victory
but securing his and Dale F.arnhardt Jr. rounded
all
season,
the
of
RUSS HAMILTON SR / AP Photo spot in the Chase for the Sprint out the top five. The top five cars
lane after winning a
Cup championship. lie had the were Chevrolets.
Kasey Kahne celebrates in victory
Sunday Aug. 4, car to beat for the final half of the
race.
auto
Busch helped out Kahne with
Series
Cup
Sprint
NASCAR
Pa.
final push down the
Pond,
one
Long
in
caution
late
a
Raceway
400-mile race until
2013, at Pocono
DAN GELSTON
AP Sports Wnter

9

17

?4 25

10

frontstretch to find some needed
speed.
"That was kind of the race at
that point," Kahne said. "Once I
cleared (Gordon) getting into
two, from there it was just. don't
make a mistake and try to run the
quick lap on the last one."
Kahne. Gordon and Earnhardt
made it an outstanding race for
Hendrick. Teammate and series
points leader Jimmie Johnson
was 13th after a blown tire
knocked him out of the lead.
Kahne had stretched his lead
to almost 8 seconds when a caution for debris came out with 12
laps left. Gordon. who won at
Pocono each of the last two years,
was strong in the No. 24 and had
the lead as he tried to extend his
record for career wins at Pocono.
Man Kenseth spun with four
laps left to erase Gordon's lead
and set up the thrilling finish.
Gordon led again until Kahne ran
him down with a hard, sweeping
run past his teammate for the win.

"We had them. We certainly
had the position," Gordon said.
"I'm pretty disappointed I let him
get inside of me on (turn)one."
Kahne also won this season at
Bristol. He jumped a spot to
eighth in the points standings and
need a win to make sure he'd at
least qualify for a wild-card spot
should he fall below 10th place.
Kahne was third last week at
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
and seems to be heating up with
five races left until the Chase
field is set. With two wins, he'd
also be closer to Johnson and
Kenseth once the points are reset
when Chase field is set.
Kahne's 16th career win
should make him a Chase lock.
"The Chase is what it's all
about in NASCAR," Kahne said.
"You need to make it."
Gordon, who has six Pocono
wins, finished second last week
and has three straight top 10s to
also position himself for a spot in
•See KAMM,10A
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•Woods...
From Page 9A
putt bogey at the 14th hole. But
by then most of the field was
thinking about catching flights
to Rochester instead of catching Woods.
Bradley, who won a year
ago when Jim Furyk doublebogeyed the 72nd hole, shot a
67 to get to 8 under along with
Stenson, who had a 70 while
playing with Woods.
"He kind of punctured this
tournament on Friday," Stenson
said."He did what he needed to
do today."
Tied for fourth
were
Cleveland-born Jason Dufner
(71), Miguel Angel Jimenez
(69) and Zach Johnson (67) at 6
under. Bill Haas and Chris
Wood each shot a 71 and were
at 5 under, with Martin
Kaymer. who matched the
day's best round with a 66, at 4
under along with Furyk,
Richard Sterne and Luke
Donald.
For those betting Woods
won't win next week at Oak
Hill, keep in mind that he has
already
won
both
the

Bridgestone and the PGA
Championship in the same year
three times in his career (2000,
2006, 2007).
Still, the odds do not favor
him coming right back with
another win. In the 19 times in
which he has won his last start
before a major, he's only followed up with a win four times:
2000 U.S. Open (after winning
The Memorial), 2001 Masters
(Players), 2006 PGA (Buick)
and 2007 PGA (Bridgestone).
The victory was Woods'
79th on the PGA Tour, drawing
him within three of Snead's
record 82 triumphs.
"The total body of work is
pretty good," Woods said. "One
of the things I'm proud of,
obviously, is how many times
I've won, plus won World Golf
Championships and how many
years I've won five or more
tournaments in a season. What
is it. like eight or nine times?
Ten? That's not bad, either."
Lest anyone think he'll have
difficulty surpassing Snead's
total, consider that Woods is
over 10 years younger (he's
371
/
2)than Snead was when he

won his 82nd and final event,
the 1965 Greater Greensboro.
Even
though
he's
a
California native, Woods has
found a second home in Ohio
where he has 13 victories —
five
at
the
Memorial
Tournament.
Woods won the Bridgestone,
and it's forerunner the NEC
Invitational, about every way
imaginable: overcoming a
crazy shot that went onto the
clubhouse roof, putting out in
almost total darkness, running
away early, outdueling a foe
down the stretch.
Woods, who has five wins
this year to have at least that
many in a year for the 10th
time, also has won 18 World
Golf Championship series
events in just 42 starts.
Really, he won the tournament in the rain Friday.
The 61 he had in the second
round — he needed to go just 2
under over the final five holes
to shoot a magical 59 —
matched his career best, mustered three previous times
including once before at
Firestone.

In the two previous times he
won the Bridgestone and then
played
in
the
PGA
Championship, he finished first
at Southern Hills in 2007 and
then placed second — blowing
a final-round lead to YE. Yang
— in 2009 at Hazeltine.
He's far from a lock next
week, however.
Woods has not won in his
last 17 starts in a major, calling
into question his shot at surpassing lack Nicklaus' record
18 victories in majors. Woods
has 14 — and all eyes will be
on him as he heads to Pittsford,
N.Y.
Among those watching him
will be the defending champion.
"The second-round 61 was
phenomenal," 2012 PGA
Championship winner Rory
McIlroy said. "He does well on
every course he plays, but he
comes back to a few courses on
tour that he seems to really
excel at.
"And, obviously, this is one
of them."

•Kahne...
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
East DIvIsIon
W
L Pct GO
Atlanta
as 45 595 54 57 486
12
Philadelphia
50 80 455 15W
Nero York
49 80 450
16
Morn
43 87 391 22/
1
2
Control Division
W
L Pct GB
Pittsburgh
67 44 604
St Lours
11
/
2
65 45 591
Cinannav
61 51 545 6/
1
2
Chicago
49 62 441
18
Milwaukee
47 64 423
20
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Los Angeles
61 49 555
Anzona
56 55 505 5/
1
2
San Diego
52 60 464
10
Colorado
52 61 460 1014
San Franasco
49 61 445
12
Sundey
leveland 2 MUNN 0
Kansas City 6. N Y Mats 2
St LOUIS 15, Cincinnati 2
Boston 4. Anzona 0
Pittsburgh 5, Colorado 1
Tampa Bay 4, San Franasoo 3
Milwaukee 8, Washington 5
LA Dodgers 1, Chicago Cubs 0
San Diego 6, NY Yankees 3
Atlanta at Philadelphia, 805 p m

Today
Atlanta (Minor 11-5) al Washington
(Strasburg 5-9). 705 pm
LA Dodgers (Grairike 8-3) at St Louis
(Wainvinght 13-6), 705 pm
Milwaukee (Thornburg 1-0) at San
FranCISCO (Gaudn 5-2) 10 15 p
Tuesday
Atlanta at Washington, 705 p m
Chicago Cubs at Philadeiphia. 705 pm
Miami at Prttsburgh. 7 05 p m
Coicrado at N Y Mets. 7 10 pm.
Oaldand at Cinannat, 7 10 p m.
L A Dodgers at St Louis. 8 15 p.m.
Terra Bay at Arizona. 9 40 p.m.
Baltimore at San Diego 10 10 p.m.
Milwaukee at San Francisco 1015 p.m
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Today
Detroit (Aril SE111CheZ 9-7) at Cleveland
(Klube( 7-5) 7 05 p m
Boston (Lackey 7-8) at liouskon
(Oberholtzer 1-0). 8 10 p m
Minnesota (Correia 7-7) at Kansas City
(Gultine 11-7) 8 10 p m
N `I Yankees (Petbtte 7-8) at Chicago
White Sox (Quintana 5-3), 8 10 p m
Texas (IA Perez 3-3) at LA Angels
(Williams 5-7) 1005 p.m
Toronto (Dickey 8-11) at Seattle
(lwakuma 10-4). 10 10 p m

MLB

and was 35th. Kenseth's late spin
From Page 9A
the I2-driver field. He had won at knocked him to 22nd.
But it was that spin that made
Pocono each of the last two seaRONALD SLUM
sons. When Gordon leads late at the difference for Kahne. He may
not
have
AP Sports Writer
caught
Gordon
without
Pocono, he usually wins. Just not
the final caution.
this time.
NEW YORK (AP) — Alex
"We had speed. 1 could move
"I'm frustrated right now
around,"
Rodriguez
Kahne
will be suspended
said.
"But
to
because we had a shot at it,"
Gordon said. "We know 'how actually clear him and make the Monday, likely through the 2014
pass. I think it would have been season, as part of Major League
important wins are."
Gordon hangs on to ninth in really difficult. I'm glad that sec- Baseball's latest drug investigaond caution came out there and tion but can play while he
the standings, but could be out of
gave us another shot."
appeals, a person familiar with
a Chase spot if he falls outside the
Kahne took a moment in the decision told The Associated
top 10 without a win.
Victory Lane to remember his Press.
Johnson, who set a track
friend, Jason Leffler. Leffler was
Major League
Baseball
record in qualifying, again had
killed in June on a dirt track in informed the New York Yankees
the dominant car for half the race New Jersey only
days after racing on Sunday that A-Rod will be
until he blew a front tire. A week in the Pocono Cup
suspended for his links to a clinic
race.
after a slow, final pit stop cost
Kahne and Leffler were accused of distributing banned
him a win at Indianapolis, friends and traveled together on performance-enhancing drugs,
Johnson was done in this time by the way home from the June race. the person said, speaking on cona tire issue that ended his chance
"Just me and him," Kahne dition of anonymity because no
to win.
said. "We spent a bunch of time statement was authonzed.
Johnson, who won the June together and then that happened
The Yankees weren't told the
race from the pole, stretched his that Wednesday. It was tough. exact length of the suspension,
points lead to 77 over Clint There are so many people that are though they were under the
Bowyer.
good friends with Jason and knew impression it will be through the
Dan ica Patrick lost control of him really well. I just wanted to 2014 season, the person said. The
her car, triggered a four-car crash mention something about him."
Yankees star could get a shorter
penalty if he agrees to, give up the
right to file a grievance and force
the case before an arbitrator, the
improved to 9 for 20 career off
From Page 9A
person added.
Cozart's two-run homer. Lynn Leake.
A suspension from Monday
struck out a season-high I I and
The Cardinals sent 10 batters through 2014 would add to 214
joined Adam Wainwright as 13- to the plate for five runs in the games, and an unsuccessful
game winners in a rotation that sixth, aided by a pair of errors. appeal could stretch serving the
has the NL's third-best ERA.
They opened the inning with five penalty into 2015. In the era
"I had pretty good command
before players and owners agreed
of all four pitches, and I was able consecutive hits, and Carpenter's to a drug plan in late 2002, arbitwo-run
double
off Logan
to use all of them on both sides of
trators often shortened drug susthe plate," Lynn said. "That Ondrusek made it 9-2 and gave pensions — in the case of
makes it a lot easier to pitch. the second baseman relief from Yankees pitcher Steve Howe, his
Between my last three starts, I've his personal slump.
penalty was cut from a lifetime
had the best stuff I've had all year.
"At that point. I was so ban to 119 days.
MLB planned an announcerelieved to just put the barrel of
The Reds have dropped seven the bat
on the ball that I didn't ment for noon EDT Monday, a
of nine, leaving the defending NL
second person familiar with the
care what happened," Carpenter
Central champions marooned in
deliberations said, also on condisaid.
third place.
The Cardinals hit only nine
The Cardinals scored in the
first inning of all three games of homers in July, including one
the series. They scored four off after the All-Star break. They had From Page 9A
Bronson Arroyo on Friday night, sax in three days at Great work to do."
one on Saturday and four more on American Ball Park.
Judging from the optimism
Sunday off Leake, who had
Reds third baseman Todd around campus and the commuallowed a total of four runs in his
nity, Stoops has done a lot since
Frazier went without a hit for his
being hired last November to
last three starts combined.
Matt Holliday and Freese had ninth straight game, leaving him replace Joker Phillips, now
RBI doubles, and Adams hit a in an 0-for-28 slump. It's the Florida's wide receivers coach.
two-run homer — his first since longest by a Reds player since While any successor might have
July 6 — for the 4-0 lead only 19 Drew Stubbs went 0 for 32 mid- inspired a morale boost after last
season,the brighter outlook could
pitches into the game. Holliday way through last season.
be credited to the 46-year-old's
impressive defensive credentials.
In three years as Florida
State's coordinator, Stoops lifted
the Seminoles from 108th nationally in total defense when he
arrived to No. 2 last season. He
Not valid with any other otter
achieved similar success in six
seasons under his brother Mike at
1110111.
490 Buffalo Wings ALL DAY LONG Arizona. raising the Wildcats
from 109th when he took over in
2004 to 25th in 2009.
TUES.
10" One Topping Pizza
No one was shocked when the

APSource: A-Rod can play during suspension appeal

•Cards...

tion of anonymity.
Rodriguez is the most famous
player linked to the now-closed
Biogenesis of America anti-aging
clinic in Florida, and the Yankees
expect him to be charged with
interfering with MLB's investigation, resulting in a harsher penalty than the other 13 players facing
discipline.
Barring
an
agreement.
Rodriguez's appeal would be
heard by arbitrator Fredric
Horowitz.
Adding to the drama: The 38year-old Rodriguez, a three-time
AL MVP,was due to return to the
major Monday night when the
Yankees play at Chicago White
Sox, his first big league appearance since hip surgery in January.
"He's in there,and I'm going to
play him," Yankees manager Joe
GiranJi said Sunday after New
York's 6-3 loss at San Diego.
Yankees outfielder Curtis
Granderson was excited A-Rod
could play during an appeal.
"I want him back with us. This
is arguably one of the best hitters
of all-time," he said. "Having him
in the lineup is obviously going to
be very positive for us."
New York is a season-high 91
/
2
games out of first place in the AL
East and 41
/
2 out in the race for the
second wild-card spot.
"We're going to be happy to
see him back in the lineup, especially the way we've been playing," second baseman Robinson
Cano said. "He can come up and
help us win some games."
All-Stars Nelson Cruz of
Texas, Jhonny Peralta of Detroit
and Everth Cabrera of San Diego
were among those who could get

50-game suspensions from the
probe, sparked in January when
Miami New Times published
documents linking many players
to the closed clinic in Coral
Gables, Fla.
Many players were expected
to agree to penalties and start
serving them immediately, but an
appeal by a first-offender under
the drug agreement would postpone his suspension until after a
decision by an arbitrator.
Milwaukee outfielder Ryan
Braun,the 2011 NL MVP,agreed
July 22 to a 65-game ban through
the rest of the 2013 season for his
role with Biogenesis. Braun was
given a 50-game suspension for
elevated testosterone that was
overturned last year by arbitrator
Shyam Das because of issues
with the handing of the urine
sample,
Since spring training, the
union has said it will consider
stiffer penalties starting in 2014.
"The home runs that are hit
because a guy's on performanceenhancing substances, those ruin
somebody's ERA, which ruins
their arbitration case, which ruins
their salary," Los Angeles Angels
pitcher CJ. Wilson said. "So it's a
whole domino effect."
Rodriguez's return from hip
surgery was slowed by a quadriceps injury. He completed his
second minor league injury rehabilitation assignment on Saturday
night, a two-day stay at Double-A
Trenton. Rodriguez walked in all
four plate appearances, a day
after hitting a two-run homer.
Following Friday night's
game, Rodriguez all but said he
thought MLB and the Yankees

were conspiring to keep him from
getting back to the big leagues.
"There is more than one party
that benefits from me not ever
stepping back on the field. And
that's not my teammats and it's
not the Yankee fans," said,
adding: "When all this stuff is
going on in the background and
people are finding creative ways
to cancel your contract and stuff
like that, I think that's concerning
for me."
He last played in October,
going 3 for 25 (.120) with no
RBIs in the playoffs. Rodriguez is
owed $8568306 of his $28 million salary from Monday through
the rest of the season and $86 million for the final four years of his
contract with the Yankees.
Girardi didn't think A-Rod's
arrival would create more turmoil
than the Yankees already are used
to.
"I don't suspect it'll be awkward. Most of these guys know
him as a teammate and have
laughed a lot with Alex and been
around Alex a lot," he said. "I
think it'll be business as usual. I'm
sure there will be more media
there, obviously, tomorrow, but I
think that's probably more for
Alex to deal with than the rest of
the guys. I don't think it'll be a big
deal."
Lawyers involved in the drug
cases have been trying to reach
agreements that would avoid
grievances. Deal or no deal, baseball Commissioner Bud Selig
was prepared to announce discipline.
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$4.89 until 5:00 •$5.89 after 5:00
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490 Boneless Wings ALL DAY LONG
Burger & Fries

$4.89 until 500•$5.98 after 5:00
TRIMS

Chicken Tender Basket

PAN until 5:00 • 95.99 after 5:00
FRI. A SM._Fish 'N Chips $8.89
8 oz. Sirloin Steak $12.88
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youngest Stoops brother fina!ly categories. The upside is that this
landed his first head coaching gig is the Wildcats' strongest unit
as a result.
with the return of several starters
"He's been in big situations including senior linebacker Avery
and tough games and has compet- Williamson and junior end Alvin
ed at a high level, so he knows "Bud" Dupree.
what it takes to win at that level,"
Wildcats fans might pay more
said oldest brother Bob Stoops, attention to the offense and
Oklahoma's head coach.
whether coordinator Neal Brown
"I always felt for a long time can inject excitement and trickery
that he'd have that opportunity. with his pass-oriented "Air Raid"
He's very bright and competitive, scheme that had Texas Tech's air
and you saw the changes he made attack ranked in the top 10 the
in what Florida State was doing past three years. Kentucky averdefensively and the success they aged just 315 yards per game
had. As those things started hap- overall and 176.2 passing.
pening. more and more people
Kentucky will need more than
are interested in you."
production with eight opponents
Mark Stoops and defensive going to bowl games last season,
coordinator DJ. Eliot face a big- five ranked in top-10 of the preger challenge trying to improve season coaches' poll and five of
Kentucky (0-8 SEC), which those contests on the road.
The
allowed 391 yards per game last long road opens with a neutralseason and ranked in the bottom site meeting in Nashville on
Aug.
half of several league defensive 31 against Western Kentucky.
which upset the Wildcats 32-31 in
overtime
last
season
at
Commonwealth Stadium.
Kentucky fans seem optimistic despite the challenges
110-411p-4
ahead.
A record 50,831 saw April's
AUGUST 10-11 - SATURDAY:9-5 SUNDAY 9-4
spring game. more than for five
JULIAN CARROU. CONVENTION CENTER
home contests in 2011. Last
415 PARK STREET PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
weekend's sold-out women's clinic attracted 523, while Friday's
kickoff luncheon was also a sellout.
Stoops has deftly handled
cameo appearances with thoroughbred racing's connections at
Keeneland and the Kentucky
Derby, while his speaking
SIPER S4117
MOREY
engagements
around the state
Pat COMPUMF RAW 11111411111111111114Lpm W41711
have been must-see events
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Athletic
director
Mitch
Barnhart said while the reaction
to Stoops has been great, there's
still work to be done.
"That won't get you any victories," he said of the fans' excitement, "but it certainly helps with
the enthusiasm in your program
and the recruiting you're trying to
put in place, showing interest in
Kentucky football."
Stoops and his staff have hit
the recruiting hard, succeeding in
keeping in-state products such as
Conner High School quarterback
Essew Barker home while branching into Ohio State territory for
prospects. The payoff so far is a
2014 class rated top-five by several services, and they're not
done.
On the field this season.
Brown has three sophomore
quarterbacks to choose from in
Maxwell Smith — back from a
season-ending ankle injury —
Jalen Whitlow and Patrick
Towles, both of whom played in
his absence. The more pressing
issue this month is who their targets will be with a young receiver
corPs.
Like Stoops, Brown is urging
patience.
"We're going to be different
than we were at Texas Tech." said
Brown, a two-year letterman at
Kentucky from 1998-2000.
"Here, they haven't been running
a similar offense and we have to
take the pieces we have and put
them together to give us the best
opportunity to be productive on
satuniay.
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